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The purpose of this project is to provide background infonnation on Indonesia for
educators and to serve as a pilot project for using instructional materials presented on the World
Wide Web.
This Honors 499 project initially began as a cuniculum packet for the secondary education
level on Southeast A'!ia, and immediately I discovered that infonnation on this region of the world
is limited. References in textbooks at the secondary level did not give much detail beyond a one or
two line mention in relation to European colonialism. As something of a last resort, I began
"surfmg the net" and discovered a wealth of materials that could be incorporated into the
curriculum.
The intemet is a flexible and easy-to-use medium. Although graphical browsers add visual
and sometimes audio stimulus to instruction, classrooms with text-only browsers can benefit from
the infonnation as well. The knowledge needed to begin one's own project on the Web is minimal,
and the creation process becomes addictive with each new technique learned. I have begun to
learn the invaluable skill ofHHvfL (HyperText Mark-up Language) during this project. This
computer language is easy to learn and would provide and invaluable way for teachers to establsih
directed access to the internet for their classroom lessons.
With such an abundance of infonnation a mouse-click away, I chose to highlight one
country from Southeast Asia: Indonesia. What I found so appealing about Indonesia was the
diversity of this islland-group nation, a fact embodied in the Indonesian national motto: Unity
through diversity.
The inforrnation contained within this packet represents the infonnation I compiled to use
in instruction. The frrst section contains printed records that can be accessed from the homepage I
created and established on the World Wide Web. The second part of the packet contains
photocopies of materials suitable for supplemental reading. Many of the links on my Educational
Links to Indonesi,l Homepage, located at the address: http://bsuvc.bsu.edu/--oOmlwirickl, are
links to pages created and established by others. Some of the links are items that I input or
adapted from pap,er resources. I categorized the infonnation by subject: Culture, history,
environment, news and activism, food, and resources and classroom activities.
By no means is this guide a complete listing of the items available on the internet; the
infoqnation available on Web continues to grow each day. In respect to this continued growth the
mat~ralS in this project can and should be revised and expanded continually.
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Educational Links to Indonesia

http://orion.bsuvc ... lwirick/index.html

Educational Links to Indonesia
I undertook this project as a means of compiling resources for use in classrooms. The infonnation indexed
is generally unavailable in the smaller libraries, and thus access to infonnation about countries outside the
western World is limited.

The purpose of this page is to provide links to pages on the internet which are related to Indonesia. It is
hoped that the infonnation provided will allow easy access to another culture and increase knowledge and
awareness of such a diverse nation. The links provided can be used as educational or recreational reacting.
Below you will find Jinks divided into categories which are aimed to fit the cuniculwn needs of students of
world histoty at the secondary education level. These links can provide any number of potentialleaming
experiences. I eneow-age creativity and a mind that is open to the infonnation the world has to offer.

CULTURE
o DAYAKCULTURE

o MASKS AND TRADITIONAL DANCE
o PUPPETRY AND MORE

c-

o INDONESIAN MARTIAL ARTS
o GAMELAN RESOURCE
o A PICTURE OF GAMELAN

HISTORY
o INDONESIAN HISTORY
o GENERAL INFO ON REPUBLIC OF INDONESIA

ENVIRONMENT
o WORLD RAINFOREST REPORT
o LINKS TO VOLCANOS, FAUNA

NEWS AND ACTIVISM
o LATEST NEWS FROM INDONESIA
o FACTS OF EAST TIMOR
1
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GOOD EATING
o INTRODUCI'ION TO INDONESIAN CUISINE

RESOURCES AND CLASSROOM ACfIVITIES
o BIBLIOGRAPHY

o FOLKLORE AND STORIES
o GROUP ACTIVITIES
OOmlwirick@bauvc.baa.edu

Mandy L Waiek
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Thc; Dnynk Culturp

ht.tp://www.promi_nd . . . dayak __ culture.html

THE DAY AK CULTURE
Dayak is the loose name collectively given to the tribes of Kalimantan who live in the
interior and have not been converted to Islam. The tribes themselves do not use the term
Dayak, prefl~rring to distinguish themselves by their individual tribe names, such as the Kenah,
Iban and Punan.

~DAYAKLONGHOUSE

-

Traditionally, the Dayak live in communallonghouses which
are one room deep but can be up to 300 mcl4;;rs long. A
group of such longhouses make up a traditional village. They
3rc raised as much as 3 meters from the ground, the height
providing protection against flooding, wild animals and in the
past, enemies too. Pigs and chickens are usually kept
underneath. The longhouse is traditionally divided into separate family quarters, with a
communal verandah running the whole length. The verandah is the main thoroughfare and
women pound rice here and carry out their daily tasks.

-g BELIEFS AND PRACTICES
In tht: past the Dayak were romanticized for their skills as headhunting jungle \vJl1iors,
their art ofb-cauty or intricacv. their massive longhouses and their well-endowed bare- breasted
women. Before the arrival of missionaties most Dayak practiced head-hunting and followed
animistic religions. These and other traditional practices were primalily due to their relative
isolation. For example, if a warrior wanted to marry a chiefs daughter, he needn't apply unless
he could produce several freshly severed heads, believed to be essential for the spiritual and
material welfare of a village. Such a head was particularly effective in guaranteeing an
abundant harvest and protecting the village from disease. Any important event, such as the
building of a longhouse, marriages or funerals, needed cut heads to function properly.
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TATTOOS AND OTH}I~R DISTINCTIVE MARKINGS
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The most striking feature of many Dayak men and
women is their pierced earlobes stretched with the
weight of heavy gold or brass rings. This practice is very
common among the older members of the tribe but some
of the younger g"meration have rejected it. The second
distinctive leatun: is the widespread usc of tattoos by
both men and women, though increasingly rare in the
latter. It was onc.;) the custom for all women to tattoo
their forearms and calves with bird and spirit designs.
t\\'O

rfi5 DAY AK ART AND RITUALS
The Dayak were renowned for their ancient art , which is essentially religious in
charackr. Their jungle world was full of super naturals, both good and evil , who could be
manipu1ated to advantage with rituals and art. The Dayak were among the few non-black
groups who produced superb pieces of so-caUed "primitive" art, combining power of design
with aesthetics.
Visit some of the traditionallonghouses, especiaUy
those of the Kenyah Dayak and you will tind them rich in
painted and carved decorations, many of the roofs being
crowned with intricate, interlaced cW"vilinear sculptures. Many
of the houses were also fronted hy a totem-pole carving, as
high as 8 meh.:rs and carved \vith figures designed to frighten
away spitit'l who broug)lt disease and other negative influences
to the viUage. Funerals also required elaborate calved
structures.
Many of the rituals and dances of the Dayak can still he seen today. Although many of
th~ir traditions arc extinct, the further into the interior you are willing to travel, the more
traditional the tribl::s arc. and there is still plenty of evidence of ancient beliefs and practices.
Dancers \vith large masks are stilJ pcrfOlml:d to ensure a good harvest of rice and you may
come across a lady "shamen" curing the sick by magical means. Funeral rites today involve
sacrifices of buffalo, rather than humans, hut arc still spectacular and mystical.
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-D".I""".& by Promlndo Globul b,tE'met
R"v. 03. 7·M ....-1996
Contact webDlllSter(Ql,promlndo.com for any technlcul problem.
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Javanese l\lask Collection

The examples shf'wn here form part of a 21"OlJP of RO <;uch masks in the ~ollcctioQ_ofTbcFiel(1.\1_use!lm
;:, Chicago, ('arvt.:d from soft wood and painkci in tr~lditional pattems and colors, they are among the
old~~t and most h;autifillJ Indonesian masks in the 1 Tnited States

Browse collection hy:

iii ICON

-

iii Catalog Numht:r
l{eiated Subjects:

II W(lJ:a.ngTop~ng - Traditional dance dramas of Indonesia
II Th_Q_Ji!Y~ Vill~,~ at The World's Columbian Exposition at Chicago in 1893
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Javanese Mask Collection
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0136052 (49klpeg)

Drama ma"lk topeng of Buta Macan, a tiger demon. Used in an a"l-yet unidentified w0Jang topeng danct::
drama. Central Java, Indonesia, ca. 1880 A.D.

m36055 (46kjpeg)

Drama mask topeng of Cak11, a Raksasa C-' demon). Probably used in a \va)/(mg topeng dance drama
ha"lcd on the I\.fahabharata an epic story originally from India. West Java, Indonesia, ca. 1880 A.D.

m36057 (32kjpeg)

Drama mask topeng of Ratu Kadiri, the King of Kadiri, a state in eastern Java. Used in a w0Jang topeng
dance drama based on the Panji cycle of stories. Central Java, Indonesia, ca. 1880 A.D.

m36060 (36kjpeg)

-

Drama mask topeng ofPanji, the hero of the Panji cycle of stories. Used in a wayang topeng dance drama
based on these stories. Central Java, Indonesia, ca. 1880 A.D.

m36065 (42k jpeg)

Drama mask topeng of Huta Cawet, a Raksasa (- demon). Used in an as-yet unidentified )1I0Jang
dan!;e drama. Central Java, Indonesia, ca. 1880 A.D.

topen,,~

m36074 (3 7klpe:~;)

Drama mask topeng of Pati Suanda. probably a minor nobleman in a wqvang topeng dance drama based
on the I\fahabharata, an epic story originally from India. West Java, Indonesia, ca. 1880 A.D.

m36084

(34kjpe15~

Drama mask of Kala Mereu, a character in an as-yet unidentified M"0"aJ1g topeng dance drama. West Java,
Indonesia, ca. 1880 AD.

-

m36088 (39kjpeg)

Drama mask topeng of Gonjaka, probably a character in a w0lang topeng danc~ drama based on the
Mahabharata, an epic story originally from India. West Java, Indonesia, ca. 1880 A.D.
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11136093 (30k lpe;;)
Drama mask topeng ofPanji, the hero of the Panji cycle of stories. Used in a .rayang topcng dance drama
hased nn those stories. Central Java, Indonesia, ca. 1880 A.D.

m36094 (52kjpeg)

Drama mask topeng of Bagong, a clownish servant character in one of the wCOJang topeng dance dramas
based on the Mahabharata, an epic story Oliginally from India. West Java, Indonesia, ca. 1880 A.D.

0136098 (33kjpeg)

Drama mask topeng of Panj~ the hero of the PatUi cycle of stories. Used in a w«yang topeng dance drama
hased on those stories. Central Java, Indonesia, ca. 1880 A.D.

m36100 (4:?kJpeg)
ma~k tape '7;:; of Togog. son of Semar. Both are clownish servants in one of the Wt-ry'ang topcng
dramJs bas·;;d on the Mahabharata, an epic story originally fi'om India. West Java, Indonesia, ca.
]880 A.D.

Pram;1
Jall';~

-

0136103 (37k jpeg)

Drama mask topeng of Jugil or Cungkring, a clownish figure from an as-yet unidentified Wt-ry'ang topeng
dance drama. West Java, Indonesia, ca. 1880 A.D.

m36119 (35kjpeg)

Drama mask topeng of Sekarcaci, a character from an as-yet unidentified wayang topeng dance drama.
Central Java, Indonesia, ca. 1880 A.D.

m36129 (34klpel5,,)

Drama mask topeng of a pig's face, representing a character from an as-yet unidentified
dance drama. West Java, Indonesia, ca. 1880 A.D.

w~yal1g

topeng

m36133 (34k.1peg)

Drama mask topeng of Basudewa, a character from a wCOJt.mg topeng dance drama based on the
Mahabharata, an epic story originally from India. Basudewa is the king of Madura and the uncle of the
five heroic Pandawa brothers. West Java, Indonesia, ca. 1880 A.D.

m36136 (40kjpeg)
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Javanese Mask Collection
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Drama mask lopen!? of Resobagu~ a character from an as-yet unidentified wqvang topeng dance drama.
C~ntral Java, Indonesia, ca. 1880 A.D.
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1994, The Field Mus:eum. Photos: by James: Balodimas: and Julie Pitzen.

"tng Topeng

http://www.bvis.ui., ,Wayang_Topeng,html

Back

A Wayang Topeng Performance

Such masks are worn by actors in traditional dance dramas known in the Indonesian language as w~ang
topeng. The plots of the: dramas are taken either from traditional Javanese stories about the hero Panji or
from the two great epics, the Mahabharata and the Ramayana. Both epics came originally from India, but
for more than a thousand years have been an integral part of the cultures of Indonesia and other cOWltries
in Southeast Asia.
Wayang topeng perfomlances are held at night and last for at least several hours. The performers are
professionals who may be pelmanently employed at the courts of the sultans of Solo and Jogjakarta (or
Yogyakarta) in Central Java, may be supported by government cultural agencies, or may be hired by
wealthy villagers or townspeople to help celebrate a maniage or other festive event. Performances outside
the royal courts are traditionally free for everyone who lives in the neighborhood. In the days before
movies and television, they were exciting events for rural people, anticipated for months ahead of time and
discussed for months afterward. Now wayang topeng perfomlances are becoming rare except in
government-supported theaters and tourist centers.
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The Java Village at the World's Columbian

}~xposition

at Chicago in 1893

The Midway Plaisancl~ with the .Java Village

The Java Village

--

Chief Javanese House

Chicago, in 1893, was perhaps the most exciting city in America. Several years of elaborate preparation
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cuhninated in the World's Columbian Exposition, held trom May 1 to the end of October. Its organizt:fs
envisioned it as the bigg,~st and best in the history of expositions, placing special emphasis on educational
features, such as the latest developments in science and industry. Cultural exhibits, such as the Java village,
represented peoples from around the world.
Tht: Java village was a r,~construction of a village from West Java, complete except for the lack oflush
tropical vegetation The village fence enclosed homes for the West Javanese (or "Sundanese") participants,
from the villages of Sinagar and Parakan Salak. On the front porches, women demonstrated the art of
batik. weaving teclmiques. and embroidery. In the center of the village stood a mosque where the faithful
\\'ere called to prayer by a large bedung (dmm). Free coffee, tea, and cocoa were dispensed from a
teahouse. Strolling through tht.: village, one heard the melodies of the angklung orchestra (tuned bamboo
rattks) Of, for 25 cents. one could enter the theater for various Sundanese Jnd Central Javanese
peliormances.
The I,OOO-seat bamboo theater reportedly had more than 82,000 patrons during the exposition's mn. Thc
theater fare included chamber concerts with ensembles ofsulinR (flute), kacapi (zither), and tarawangsa
(fiddle). In the evenings, the gamelan accompanied perfonnances of two types ofw0-'ang, the masterful
narrated plays of pUPpc111' and human danL:c, rdating heroic episodes from the ~lahabharata or Ramayana
epics or the Panji ,;ycle.

-

The music and people ill the Java village were described as "the most popular" of aU on the Midway.
According to one report, "They were most interesting, these gentle Javanese, and, in certain ways and
habits and view oflifc, quite unlike any other people in the world, so tar as the Fair afforded an
illu'ltration. There was .. , a ct:rtain individuality which showed itself even in their music, which, with its
sweet deep tones, was in pleasant contrast to the shrill clamor of the Plaisance al1 about."
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http://indonesia.clever.net/art.htm

Art & Culture
Wayang Kulit is a leather puppet used in shadow plays accompanied by traditional
Gamelan music. Stories are often taken from the Ramayana, and MahaBharata epics.
Wayang Kulit is not to be confused with Wayang Wong (played by humtl1J3, combination of
dance and drama) and Wayang Golek (wooden puppet), which are also common in
Indonesia.

_lick here (157K) to listen to a sample gamelan music.
Bengawan Solo (301K) is now a classic popular song about the river Bengawan Solo which flows through
Central and East Java. It was composed by Gesang.
Es Jilin (405K) is another folk song with a haunting melody.
(The files are in wav format, use Windows mplayer to play them. All the files are relatively large, so it can
take some time to download, particularly if you have a slow connection.)

o Lontar - Conection of Indonesian contemporary poetry, in bahasa Indonesia and in English.. ;_.

o

-

The Galleria of Boca Grande.
o White. Laura Eadie - Balinese Paintings· AlW:
o Nina Designs Balinese Beads - A catalogue of almost 300 handmade silver beads, imported from
Bali. Includes an ordering interface. ::M:
o Indonesia F AQ
o Jendela Indonesia - infonna1ion about all Indonesian Magazines and Newspapers.
o Little Bali - Enjoy a unique experience in fine Balinese Dining. We offer complete Indonesian
dinners or create your own from our "a la carte" menu. :_~:
o Indonesian Recipes - Amy Gale's recipes.
o Indonesian Recipes - In Bahasa Indonesia.
o linda's Indonesian Recipes - Authentic Indonesian recipes. In English and Indonesian versions.
:1:,..!1t:::

o Bachri's Chili and Spice Gourmet Indonesian Restaurant.
o Panii Koming - An Indonesian comic strip. :;:M::
Bali FastFacts - FastFacts about the Indonesian island of Bali.
Bali: The online travel guide - Describes and features a guide to finding low cost accommodation,
places to visit, safe eating advice, etc. Photos and some thumbprint map
D Bali & Beyond - Info source on Gamelan music and Indonesian arts and culture.
D Gamelan Galak Tika - a community ensemble in residence at MIT, performs both traditional and
modern Balinese music and dance.
D Gamelan Pusaka SWlda - a gamelan degung ensemble directed by Bw-han Sukanna and Rae Ann
Stahl, performing traditional and contemporary gamelan degung music
D Gamelan Sekar Jaya - a nonprofit organization dedicated to the study and performance of Balinese
music and dance in San Fransisco bay area
o Javanese Mask Collection - a comprehensive collection and infonnation of Javenese mask (topeng)
:from The field museum, Chicago
D Indonesian music page from UManitoba
D BPPT page on culture
D Borobudur - Indonesia's most famous Buddhist candi (temple) in Central Java
D Festival IndiMndonesie - Indonesian Festival in Den Haag
o The Indonesian Cultural Evening - a matVellous homepage about Indonesia and Indonesian Cultural
D
D
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Art & Culture - In ... ness Center Online

Evening held in Newcastle, UK by Indonesian Students Society

-

o Lembaga Sejarah Arsitektur Indonesia (LSAI) - Institute of Indonesian Architectmal Historian
Homepage

----- ........................................... _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Back to Indonesia Business Center Online's home page
Copyright (c) PT. Intemet Nuaa Bhakti, 1995, AlL RIGms RESERVED.
nusa@indobiz.com
Last updated: 28August 95 -1:04
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SilaL:

Indonesian martial arts
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http://www.cool.mb ... a/silat;index.htmi

Silat: Indonesian martial arts
In Indonesia, there are several traditional martial arts. 111is page is dedicated to Indonesian martial arts. Let
me know if you have more Jinks.

o Pencal<. Silat Satria Muda of Indonesia. USA: very infonnative page about pencal<. silat, some
pictures, location in Michigan.

o
fJ

o
rl
L.'

!vIartial Arts ofPentjak Silat: another page m-scribing what Pentjak Sitat is. (Notice the old spt.;lling

"ij" instead of "e" ;-)
Pather Productions Pcncak Sitat video.
Vaneouvet Kali Silat ~so.c~40n
Perisai Diri
Sitat Gerak Pilihan Modem Mmiial Arts from Indonesia. (in Gennany)

U Pentjak Silat Rukti Negara

1996 Kun Tao Sitat Sunuuit
A list of Kuntao and Silat instructors
r:-J Bangau Putih
u Nederlandse pencak silat
8
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Cumulative access to Indcmesian .Archive since June 5, 1996:
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Budi Rahardjo - budi@cool.mb.ca
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Introduction
A few years ago if you asked the average American martial artist "What is Pentjak Sila!?", the response
would probably have b~:en "I don't know. Is that something you wear or something you eat?". Now the
Indonesian martial arts are becoming better known. In North America their exposure is due in large part to
Gw-o Dan Inosanto of the JKD Concepts rn.aI1ial arts family and to his mend and teacher Pend~kar Agllllg
Paul de Thouars. Pentjak Silat Bukti Negara is a creation of Pendekar Paul de Thouars.
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The Martial Arts of Indonesia
The Indonesian archipelago is home to a bewildering variety offighting styles. The noted martial arts
scholar Donn Draeger (;lairned that there were two or three hwulred, but other authorities maintain that
one can find that many without even leaving the capitol city of Jakarta. Native Malays, Indians, Chinese,
A.rab lraders, Dutl,,;h culonists, Japanese invaders, and hwulreds of other ethnic groups have len their mark.
on the i!Ollands and n01 infrequently on each others' bodies. This can be seen in the fighting styles of the
area. TIle martial arts of the islands arc fatnous for their pragmatic approach to combat and their
effectiveness both with weapons and the empty hand.

-

The martial arts of Indonesia can be roughly split into two categories, KWl Tao and Pen\jak Silat.

KunTao
Kun Tao refers to the Chinese martial arts as practiced in Indonesia. The tenn means "Fist Way"
just as "Kempo" or "Kune Do" do. Students of the Chinese martial arts will find much familiar in
Kun Tao. Many well-known styles such as Taiji, Shantung Black Tiger, and Fukien regional boxing
are practiced in Indonesia. The expression can be different, though. Different physical conditions
and contact with other fighting traditions have led to some divergence from the arts as they are
currently practiced in China. Due to the wlfortunate history of the Malays and ethnic Chinese in
Indon~a Kun Tao is not performed as openly or by as many as the various styles of Pentjak Silat.
It is stuwed mostly by thol)e of Chinese extraction. One of the best known teachers of KWl Tao in
North America is Sifu Willem de Thouars.

-

Pentjak Silat
Pentjak ~ilat means. literally. the formal movements or choreography (Penijak) of fighting (Silat). It
is a catch-all tenn for the indigenous martial arts of Indonesia. There are regional specialties such as
the kicking and ground-fighting of Sumatran Harimau stylists or the hand-work of Bali and Java.
The Indonesian government has 1t~ sanctioned organization IPSI which is dedicated to creating an
atbletic spud oUl of the brutally practical combatives of Pengak Sila!. TIlls fonn of tIle a11, Silat
OJah Raga, was part of the most recent Southeast Asian Games. The word Silat is also used in
Malaysia and in the Muslim Southern Philippines. Although the words Pentjak and Silat may be
used by themselves there is a saying about them which underscores the interdependent nature of the
formal and practical aspects of the art. "Pentjak without Silat is meaningless. Silat without Pentjak is
worthless. "

Guru Cassimore Magda has written an interesting and infonnative article on Pentjak Silat.

Pukulan
Puk"Ulan or Poekoelan is a Dutch Indonesian word whose root is pukuZ which means "to hit". There
is speculation that it comes from the same Latin word that gave us the English "pugilism". It refers
to fighting and thl= martial arts in general rather than to a specific style. Hence, this style is called
"Pukulan Pt:nijak Silat Bukti Negara".
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Pentjak Silat Bukti Negara
-

Pukulan Pentjak Silat Bukti Negara is the creation of Paul de Thouars, a Dutch Indonesian immigrant to
the United States and tbe most senior exponent of the traditional Sera system. He developed the style after
a period of meditation and prayer in 1985. The purpose was two-fold. First, Bukti Negara was designed as
a martial art that could provide effective self-defense for the elderly, the weak, and others who could not
fidly practice the traditional ~stern. S~~ond, the name Bukti Negara means "Witness to a Continent". It
VI-as intended as a gift to the country which accepted the de Thouars family after the expulsion oftbe
Dutch 1rom Jndonesia.
Bukti Ncgara can also be read as "tip of the iceberg". In this case, the iceberg is Sera or Serak. The
!"!'IllthpT 1olV'*'m has tl G1!!Tic.ulnm which can take a decade to learn. A dedicated Bukti Negara student can
.t...ilj;,:w enough skill in .five years to teach th" slyle. ll1ere is a tradt;off of time for depth of wlderstanding.
Rukti Negara has only t.-ight djurus (sets offundamentaJ upper body movements) compared to cighteen in
Scrak. The footwork is simplificd, and parts of the parent art such as weapons skills, spiritual dcvelopment
and mternal training are largely absent. These are left for later when the student has completed the Bukti
Negara program. At this point those who are interested in taking up a lifetime study may be invited to
learn Sera. I am told that it is like paying the registration fee for a piece of shareware and getting the
complete version. No functionality is lost. Vast new areas become available, and one's understanding of
the art increases dramatically.
Although it has a full set oflong-range attacks Bukti Negara is characterized by close in fighting. The most
important strikes are with knees, elbows and the head, as well as short punches and kicks. Throws,
sweeps, and takedowns are practiced regularly. There is a complete program of joint attacks; it is more
wnUllon to break a limb than to refy on pain-compliance techniques. A typical sequence might start with a
~eries of punches or kicks in conjunction with footwork to enter, then knees or elbows, followed by a
tl-umv or joint break and follow-up techniques on the ground.
Sre~d lnd muscubr str~~gth 3re not stressed. One of the fundamental assumptions of the Indonesian
.nariial an-s is that yOW" assailants will be bigger, stronger, faster and more nwnerous than you and that
they will he <lnneci (Tnrler !Qlch circum,;tanr.e,; it would he foolish to rely on raw power and quickne~s_
Thi~ attitude is characteristic of traditional Pcntjak. Silat. It is particularly true of Sera and its derived styl~s
(BuktJ. Negara., longkat. and Ratu DWl). The founder. Sa Pak Sera., had a clubfoot and only one ann. His
~ltyle, :f..'Jf obvious reasons, had to rely on something more than pure physical prowess.

In Serak and Bulcti Negara power is generated through proper skeletal alignment and efficient body
IHt.:dlauics. At the higher levels it is developed through breathing. Timing is paramount As Pendt;kar
Thouars says "Strength is garbage. Speed is garbage. Timing is everything. "

U~

The eyes are used to keep track of those who are out of anns' reach. Once contact has been made
sensitivity is used to monitor the opponent. Sensitivity is developed not only in the hands, foreanns, and
lower legs but the entire body. This allows the student to fight multiple opponents without confusion.

-

Although efficient and (;:xtensive blocking and panying is taught in this martial art it is not stressed as
much as in some other styles. It is, as the student is told, better to be direct and offensive than purely
defensive. Combat is always unpredictable, and one should be prepared to block, but only as a last resort.
Control of the important angles of attack and the center line is more efficient. Blocking and then attacking
tjivid~ the attention and leaves you a beat behind your opponent Attacking along the appropriate angle is
4ui~kcr and will serve to cover you as well. It also makes training more efficient. The same motions an.:
used f()f attack and defense, ~o the student is always practicing both at the same time_
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Rank..~

Some styles of Pentjak Silat, especially the newer ones, have adopted the modem Japanese style of
grading (colored belts for various student and instructor levels). The older village systems evolved in an
environment where people pretty much knew who was good and who was not. There was no need to put
on a piece of colored cloth to make fine distinctions among beginning students. The particular financial
circwnstances that led to the kyw'dan system in the Kodokan did not apply. The social changes of recent
decades have changed this somewhat. It i4il now more common to see gradings below the instructor level.
Bukti Negara has maintained an older system of ranking. A student who has completed the formal
cumculum and can be 1rusted to teach beginners is awarded the title of Guru Muda. Some years later the
apprentice teacher may be good enough to take students and can be trusted to represent the art. At this
point he or she may he elevated to the status of C'TUru or teacher.
Hieher ranks are a little trickier. Many of the titles a'l.f1lociated with skilled practitioners have never been
tvrmal ranks but were titles bestowed over time by the community in which the silat player lived. Claims
or some American Silat players to have gone to Indonesia and "gotten my Pendekar certificate" must be
greeted 'N~th extreme skepticism.

Pesilat
A P~Illjak Silat practitioner or 'player'.
Guru Muda

Literally 'Young Teacher'. A person who has achieved the status of Guru Muda is competent at the
basic curriculum and can teach under the supervision of a full teacher.
Guru

A Guru is a teacher. In Pentiak Silat Bukti Negara a Guru is a full teacher, able to instruct students
on his or her own.
MahaGuru
This simply means 'Great Teacher'. A Pesilat of great skill as a fighter and a teacher might be known
as a Malta Guru by people in the area.
Pendew
A Pendekar is a skilled teacher of the martial arts and more. The title denotes someone who has
taken the practice and teaching to a point where he has become a spiritual teacher and leader as well
aQ a master of the physical art.
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By Cassimore Magda
The world's largest archipelago stretches like a huge scimitar :from Malaysia to New Guinea comprised of
more than 13,000 islands and is home to a deadly fighting art known as 'Silat' or 'Pentjak Silat'.

In Malaysia, there are approximately 500 styles; in Indonesia there are perhaps 200 styles with many styles
preferring not to be recognized by their respective governments. Accordingly, there may be an incalculable
nwnber of styles being )>racticed today. Archaeological evidence reveals that by the sixth century AD
fonnalized combative systems were being practiced in the area of Swnatra and the Malay peninsula. Two
kingdoms, the Srivijaya in Swnatra from the 7th to the 14th century and the Majapahit in Java from the
13th to 16th centuries made good use of these fighting skills and were able to extend their rule across
much of what is now Indonesia, Malaysia, and Singapore. The Dutch arrived in the seventeenth century
and controlled the spice trade up until the early 20th century, with brief periods of the English and
Portuguese attempting unsuccessfully to gain a lasting foothold in Indonesia. Dming this period of Dutch
rule, 'Silat' or 'Pentjak Silat (as it is known in Indonesia today) was practiced underground until the country
gained its independence in 1949.

-

With the crisscrossing of wars, trade and immigration of various cultures across this region since the 6th
century, the effect on present day Pentjak Silat is evident. These influences can be seen such as Nepalese
music, Hindu weapons iiJuch as the trisulat (forked truncheon), Indian grappling styles, Siamese costwnes,
Arabian weapons, Chinese weapons and fighting methods. Pentjak Silat still plays an important role in the
lives of thousands of people across the Malay world with the rural village dwellers practicing and making it
part of their daily routines.
The word Pentjak means: the body movements used in the training method and the word Silat means: the
application of those movements or the actual 'fight'. Each style of Pentjak Silat has its own formal
cuniculum, history and traditions, some shrouded in secrecy and some open to the public. Silat Pulut is a
method that is openly displayed to the public, seen at public ceremonies such as weddings. Pulut means
glutinous rice, the sticky kind often eaten at Malay parties and wedding receptions. Thus, this 'Rice Cake
Silat'is characterized by flashy, aesthetically beautiful moves that have very little to do with real
self-defense. Silat Buah is rarely shown in public. Buah means 'fruit', implying that part of Silat which is
useful. It is the applications of techniques for self-defense. Many systems of Pentjak Silat offer amazingly
concise physical techniques and philosophy that inter-relate, function, and integrate as a whole. EveI)'
move, physical or mental is consistent with a certain belief system and fighting rationale, making it a
devastating self-defense system.
There is no overall standard for Pentjak Silat. Each style has its own particular movement patterns,
specially designed techniques and tactical rationale. However, although all styles use hand and foot
motions, the percentage of use of either one depends on the style and the tactics being used. A quite
remarkable tactic is the one used by the Harimau style from Swnatra. In this method, the practitioner's
movement pattern resembles the antics of a tiger (the name of Harimau), with heavy emphasis on staying
close to the ground using crouching, lying, sitting and semi-squat positions. The leg strength and flexibility
require is impressive and the Harimau stylist can use his hands like extra feet or his feet like extra hands.
He can start the fight from the ground position or will invite his opponent into a trap then take him to the
ground. Other types of Swnatran Silat are Menangkabau, Podang, Sterlak, Untau and Kumango. On the
other hand, many Javanese styles use a percentage weighting that is more balanced between hand and
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legwork. Many Javanesc~ styles require the practitioner to move in close against the enemy in an upright
position, then use various hand and foot moves to express the techniques. Styles such as Tjimande, Serak,
Tjikalong and Tjigrik aD. demonstrate this fact.
The names of style can be traced to many divers origins. Styles are named after a geographical area, city
or district, after an animal, after a spiritual or combative principle, after a person, or after a physical action.
For example, there is a style called 'Undukayam Silat' which takes its name after the footwork actions that
mimic those of a hen scratching the groWld. Seitia Hati meaning 'faithful heart' is named to represent a
spiritual principle. Mustika Kwitang is named after the Kwitang district in the city of Jakarta. Serak is
named after the person who fOWlded the style. Menangkebau Silat is named after an ethnic group, the
Menangkebau people. Sterlak Silat is named after a quality and means 'to attack with strength.' The variety
and diverseness of names is not limited to anyone style.

-

Finding good teachers that can pass on the knowledge is not easy. Traditional Pentjak Silat is highly
clandestine and secretivt~. Teachers never compete for students and usually keep to themselves with their
small groups. To find a Silat master is usually always by introduction through a family member or mend.
The acceptance process is often very selective and the probation period is strict. Each teacher has his own
particular criteria he use:s to evaluate a prospective student that is often based on the student's character,
specifically his temperament and judgment, his demeanor (his outward behaviour, his manner towards
others) and his morality and ethics. The student's willingness to learn is also of great importance because
the training will be severe. In many styles, the student, once accepted is required to take an oath to the
style. The probation peIiod serves as a screening time so that the teacher may directly observe the
behaviour of the student and draw a conclusion of his sincerity. The instruction is almost always one on
one, supervised directly by the master, so that the ability and morality of the student can be distinguished
clearly. The teacher will reject anyone whose attitude or personality is deemed as unworthy. Discipline is
harsh and violations oftcm result in dismissal of the student. Learning the 'old way' is not an easy thing to
do and consequently th<: nwnber of people practicing is very small. It is not meant to be open for
everyone. Such a relationship and training regime is regarded as sanctified and is taken with the utmost
seriousness by all involved.

Self-Defense versus Sport - The Old versus the New

.-
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There is a movement today where the various governments in Southeast Asia are trying to organize
Pentjak Silat on national and regional levels as a sport; with competitions, tournaments and in the
educational system with various standards in order to collectively regulate the great diversity of styles.
However, according to the traditionalists, the goal of Pentjak Silat is always self-defense and not physical
education or sport. The development and transition of Silat, an art designed for self-defense to one for
sporting and physical education applications is a favorite subject among old veterans and masters of Silat.
Many of these masters refuse to participate in the 'modernizing' of their art, prefening to stay to
themselves teaching in small groups in the traditional manner. They feel that if Silat is developed as a
sport, its combative vitality and values will be compromised and eventually weaken the effectiveness of it
as a fighting art. This view certainly has merit. With these combative aspects watering away, certain
protective techniques dc;:erned vital such as guarding the groin, throat, eyes and joints are eliminated and
considered unnecessary to practice, as the rules of the sport do not permit an attack to those targets. How
you practice is how you will fight. Old style Silat develops reflex habits that allow the practitioner to
automatically counterattack to the assailant's vital areas while remaining keenly aware of his own
vulnerability. In sport Silat, this awareness is lost, resulting in a dangerous dependency of a deficient
fighting art no longer dt::signed for self-defense. The traditionalists also believe that sport Silat will be
influenced by tournament success. Schools will develop and train with the objective of wining these
tournaments and a 'tournament style' of Silat will result, with special techniques designed only for the
objective of wining according to the rules. These new creations have nothing to do with real self-defense.
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Sportive combat also presents another problem of values. Traditional Silat is mostly defensive in attitude
and physical expression. Rarely will the Silat man attack first. The practitioner prefers to wait for the
attack before he moves into action. The values of sport are different because the student is training to
attack to score points, so he develops the attitude of attack and not the attitude of cOWlterattack from
defensive posturing. Training to be a sportsman develops sportsmanlike thinking such as 'fair play' and
'you can't win 'em all' id.ea of being a 'good sport about losing.' A Silat man has everything to lose because
his personal safety, maybe even his life are on the line. He cannot be a good loser. The values of the old
fashioned Silat is about protecting your life at all costs, doing whatever is necessary to survive because the
only reason you are fighting is to protect your life or the lives of your loved ones. This is why the students
is taught to think ofhis training partner as an 'assailant' attempting to take his life. If the student were to
think of the assailant as an opponent, then it would negate the meaning of the art, the spirit of combat of
actual fighting. In Pentj,ak Silat training, students are taught to also consider the climate, clothing being
worn, time of day and night and the terrain upon which they are fighting. These all combine to determine
the tactics used and the emotional atmosphere of the fight.
The emphasis in physic,a} education and sport on aesthetics and not function is also why in the newer sport
versions of Silat, there is an increasing among of 'showmanship' and gymnastics. What looks flashy and
pleasing to the eye may or may not have anything to do with combative function. These useless moves
added for entertainment value eat away into the fabric of combative Pentjak Silat and begin weakening its
structure much like temtites over time eating away at the frame of the house. The old folks believe that the
practice of traditional Pentjak Silat has all the personal skill and artistry need without having to weaken it
be making it into a sport or an exhibition art.

-

-
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Fighting Multiple Opponents
All serious styles of Pentjak Silat teach the students to consider multiple opponents. The student maintains
the awareness of these multiple assailants while participating in solo training exercises or with a partner.
Many styles consider a minimum of three enemies and build up to exercises involving five to seven
enemies. A great deal of Silat technique is a mix of grappling and hitting. The grappling is a 100se' type of
grappling where the moves are used for take downs, off-balancing, sweeps, and tying up the opponent
momentarily. Even in the intricate and deadly holds of the buah kunchi of Malaysian Bersilat, the trainee
can s1i11 quickly dissolve the hold in order to engage another assailant. Being able to disengage from one
person in order to mov(;: to another is essential in :fighting multiple opponents, the trainee is not so
committed to applying body pressure and leverage where he can not make an immediate escape. hitting is
used to tenderize and soften up the assailant before going into these intricate and complex techniques. This
grapplinglhitting mix gives the trainee flexibility and adaptability to meet the situation whatever it is that he
finds thrust upon him.
As the practitioner finishes off his assailant with a take down and follow-up he immediately crouches,
covers and assumes the 'on guard' stance and posture combinations of his particular style, because another
attacker may be on his way in. The assailant that he just took down may not be finished after all. He may
have been able to take all that punishment or as in many styles of Silat, he may be feigning his hurt
condition, hoping the srodent drops his defenses and he can swprlse re-attack. It is important to take the
assailant seriously at all time; that he is always dangerous even when down and especially when practicing
in order to build this attitude so it is a habit. This cautionary awareness has resulted in the overkill
principle, which seems 10 be prevalent in all types of Southeast Asian self-defense. This being the repeated
use of follow-up techniques after the assailant has been thought to already have been taken out.
Experience tells Silat people that one or two strikes or breaks seldom finish the job at hand, therefore, for
safety purposes, a variety of backups are built into the trainee's reflexes Each backup technique has its own
back up!
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The Use of Weapons
-

Of course, the classical study of Pentjak Silat demands that the trainee learn to wield the traditional
weapons such as the knife, the stick, the staff, the tjabang (branch), the short word, and the sarong(cloth)
or rope. As Draeger not.es, 'No Pentjak Silat system is combatively idealistic, so foolish, or so naive as to
require the exclusive \lS4~ of empty hand tactics for solving all combative situations.' The use of these
weapons and objects an~ based on the same technical rationale as the empty hand curriculum of djurus
(hand movement) and langkahs (footwork). In this way, objects from his daily surroundings such as pens,
combs, drinking receptacles, shoes belts and eating utensils, even a salt-shaker can be brought into play to
enhance a particular technique. In self-defense Silat, the environment is to be used when possible if time
pennits., because the assailant, even if empty -handed may be concealing a weapon of his own. his moves
must be treated extra carefully.
With this unifYing, cohe:rent system finnly planted in place in the trainee's mind, he can substitute and
transfer the use of weapons to the techniques he already knows empty-handed. His skill is already built in
from his empty hand training. This is unlike Filipino methods that teach weapons use first and empty hand
derivations second.
The unifYing principles of Silat are used to help the trainee fight his fight without being confused about
what he should do next. These unifying principles are based on the physics of efficiency of technique and
economy of motion, and are kept as secrets of the systems. The unifying principles help the trainee to
understand the endless variations of empty hand techniques. There are so many in fact that it is impossible
to name them all. They all stem from the root techniques of the empty hand curriculum and are
recognized by 'insiders' as such. Silat practitioners make use of all parts of the body for locking, joint
breaking or a striking weapons. Substituting a shoulder for an elbow, for example, one can produce the
same jointllock conceptually. The carious hand formations similar to the crane beak, tiger claw, eagle
claw, panther fist, like those used in Kung Fu can be adapted in the movement, to the various techniques.
The trainee, at some point in his study designated by the master, learns the vulnerable points of the body
to be exploited with the techniques he has already learned. Often times it is a matter of receiving the
techniques already known and adding this knowledge as a finishing touch. Like a road map, the routes are
already known and in place, the teacher just makes the student aware of a few more stops and points of
int~rcst along the way!! These various stops or pressure points can be hit, pinched, tom or squeezed and
add a rich dimension to the techniques already mastered by the practitioner. They are especially useful
against larger assailants who need prodding and convincing in order to make a technique work or escaping
holds and locks that the practitioner has somehow found himself caught in.

The Esoteric Spiritual Core
No system oftraditionaJ Silat is complete without strong spiritual training. Known as 'Kebatinin' or'Dmu',
it is considered very important so that the student may be prepared for the violence and consequences of
real combat. Some confuse the spiritual aspect of Silat with the common spectacle of street magicians as
evidence of spiritual power and mastery. These spectacles include stunts suchas eating razor blades and
crushed glass, putting n'~edles through different parts of the body, lying on beds of nails, etc., and are used
to impress the uneducated and justifY the art's potency. However, true spiritual training is difficult work on
the 'inner self, it is the search for those truths which lead to humility and a reverence for life. There is no
room for mysterious tricks and mystical illusions in real Silat. If a student learns to depend on mysticism
he doesn't understand, then he learns to depend on something outside himself, and to depend on
something outside of himself is to weaken his own nature.
True spiritual Silat strengthens the indi"idual will and knowledge so he can rely on himself. Emphasis on
mystification usually indicates the absence of true knowledge and understanding. As Pendekar Paul de
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Thouars of the Serak system says, 'The truth of combat is hard enough to Wlderstand, so why mystifY and
create more obstacles to it?'
One aspect that is surroWlded with the mystical is the use of amulets, prayers and rituals designed to
induce invulnerability and protection for the student should he find himself in danger and be forced to use
his skills. These methods are unique to each teacher and style of Silat and are private and never publicly
exposed. Amulets and prayers in all the styles have a common function of a physical reminder of the
student's connection to the real mystery, the Creator, the Infinite, the Cosmos. This physical reminder can
also help reinforce the particular belief system he has been taught. For example, if he is wearing an amulet
of tiger's stone, or the tooth of a tiger, then that is a physical reminder that when he uses his Silat he
becomes like a tiger in his attitude and takes on the fighting attributes of a tiger. Tenacity, great courage,
daring ferocity become his mental state.
All methods of Silat involve the Wlderstanding of a particular belief system particular to the style and the
master teaching that style. The belief systems may be based on the teacher's own religious backgroWld,
<lnd he may use that as a ba~is for his philosophical teachings, morality and ethics, along with his personal
exp~;tiences of life:. If the teacher's religious background is Hindu, like many teachers on the island of Bali
in Indonesia. then the philosophy and spirituality of his system will reflect that religious view. Many Silat
teachers are Muslim, so their spiritual system reflects the tenets of L'31am. More recently, with the arrival of
Europeans in Southeast Asia, some teachers have embraced Christianity, so their philosophical and
~piritual teaching reflec1" Christian ideals. This is very common among the Filipino escrimadors of the
central and northern Philippines where Catholicism is very strong. Some teachers will not accept a student
into the higher echelons of their spiritual teachings unless the students embraces his teacher's religion.
Other Silat masters are more tolerant and liberal using other criteria to judge a student's character. The end
result of all systems regardless of religious orientation is a belief system for the student that produces the
heart of courage, confidence, and the will to fight on the side of truth and justice. This is a tremendous
base and back up for the fighting techniques he has learned.
Not all of the philosophical teachings of Silat are based on a particular religious point of view. The
physical techniques of Silat also provide for the study of the esoteric philosophy of Silat. Much of the
physical truth of traditional Silat has mental and spiritual equivalents. This is why the earnest study of Silat
leads to the development of a philosophy of life. The parallels between the physical concepts and the
mental - spiritual concepts are important for the study of life.
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Some examples of this would be that just as the students works hard to refme his physical technique, so he
works hard to purify his spiritual life, that is, his character strengths and weaknesses, his relationships with
others and his relationship to the Creator. Just as he devotes himself to the study of the locks, take downs,
sweeps, and weapons, so he devotes himself to the review and examination of his own life, i.e. in all areas;
mental, spiritual, career, fmancial, social, family, physical and spiritual. The old timers say they can tell a
lot about a person just by how he practices his Silat. If he hurries through his work solo exercises all the
time, then he is probab~v going to hurry through his work in life, leading to sloppiness and poor results.
The teachers of traditional Silat are ever vigilant! EvelY detail is important! EvelY effort is a step forward!
When a sufficient number of steps have been taken, success or achievement is the result. The student may
have fInished the curriculum, and may have known it for a long time, but only when he begins to THINK,
LIVE and above all FEEL that which is taught him, then and only then will he KNOW the real contents of
the lessons he has been taught even though he may have physically and intellectually known the facts of
the system for years. The lessons and knowledge are of value only when they are actually applied. AS
progress and development proceed, the student reaches down within himself and gradually comes into
consciousness of this understanding. Learning the traditional Silat is never easy. If it was it wouldn't be
worthwhile. Just a~ in life, things that one had to work very hard for are valued and appreciated. Things
that come easy are never valued fro long.
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There is an old saying among Silat people that goes, 'You do not choose Silat, Silat chooses you!' by the
n"t'.lre nf the difficult work necessary to master the art, the art itself selects its worthy initiates and
uhimatdy transfOlIDs th\::m.
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Bali & Beyond Resource Room

-

Guardian of the Water Palace

Gamelan Music
o
o
o
o

-

What is Gamelan? - the music and orchestra of Indonesia
Balinese Gamelan - the music of Bali
Javanese Gamelan - the music of Central Java
West Jayane$e gam~.hm - the music of Sunda and Jakarta
o Indonesian Musical Scales and Structw"e - the language of Gamelan
o Gamelan Glossmy - a compilation of Indonesian musical tenns
r-1 Tllsrrt!m~llLM<l\<ip.zjnJmJgll~.§i<! - how Garnelan are made NEW/
o LIistOlY of Gamelan Instruments - where Gamelan comes from NEWI

Theater and

Danc,~

!!ldol1esian Shadow Play - the \Vayang Kulit theater tradition
o I@Dn~"lL~tl D~!l~~ - Traditional Dances of Bali and Java
i

Practical Resources

o

Gamelan Instrument Workshop - Instrument care and repair
o Making Shadow Characters - Craft of the shadow artist

•

Indonesian Cultures

Bali and the Islands of Indonesia - an overview
o lfistQtyQ{Ji(,lli a!l_(lJjtY~ - brief accounting of important events
r-~ ~ynops~_Qf the Mahabarat! - the Hindu epic which provides much of the inspiration for Indonesian
arts
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Resource Room
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'Vodd Bites
Good and good FOR you!
Information Pages

-

AsiatLArts - online journal and exhibition
Asian Mystery Tour - extensive collection of Asian sound files and photos
Balinese Gamelan Goes !vflDI - Balinese rhythm example from Ancient Future
Hindu Scriptures Reference Center - online stories and illustrations
Index of Javanese Dance - descriptions of Javanese dances
Indonesian Government Culture Pages - an introduction to Indonesia
Indonesian Pages at Manitoba - broad range of infonnation on the Indonesian nation, arts, and culture
Javanese Alphabet - translation of "Huruf Jawa" language characters
Virtual Librarv of Indonesia - Indonesian cultural infonnation and links

Images and Art
HallneseSh.l!do~_.rhara~!~~

... J~~l1.e~MaqJ~J::;oll€!fJion ... Javanese_~ha4gw PlayJm~'" Sandra
~1911on's_Balines~ An Gallen:

Bibliographies and Discographies
Bill Dalton's Indonesia Handbook Bibliography
Geert Jan van Oldenborgh's Garnelan CD and Tape Reviews

Bang a Gong
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Bali Fast Facts - online guide to Bali
.Bali Qnline - extensive travel and culture info site
Tour of Bali - online "geographic" tour of the island
Travelling in Indonesia Home P~ - lots of travel info
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Directories
Bima Sakti - giant Indonesian link list
Indonesian Business Center - links to commercial and cultural resources
List of Gamelan in N. America - long list of groups and a few links
WWW_S_~mt Dire~tmy - language and literatw'e resources

Other Fun Stuff
ll~.tish

Indian .Music Archive'" Cora Connection >Ie Eycnccr International Music Archives '" Ka12l~ki f.')f
Everyone >jc Korean Kayagum and Komungo .j< Puppetry Home Page'" Rutgers Chinese Music Page *
;i~;!r3njali VirtlJillJnstl!ute QfJ!!~j;m_Y9Yill_~.{rl.§if '" I~.bla Hom_t:_pa~ '" Theatre Central '" TibetaJLSsmd
Painting (thanks Jeff!)
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What is Gamelan?
Gamelan is the music and orchestra of Indonesia (pronounced Gah-Meh-Lahn). Many different islands, or
regions within islands, have their own unique Gamelan instruments and traditions. Gamelan arc usually
percussion oriented, but some varieties may have little or none of it. Flutes, bowed and plucked strings,
and vocalists often play an important role.
The most common t)1)CS featw"e bronze, iron, bamboo, or wood bars, as \vell as bronze and iron gongs,
QonQ
chimes. cvmbals.
bells. and two headed drums. Gamelan-like instruments are found in Malaysia, the
"......
Philippines, Thailand, and other southeast asian nations.
~-

The T'!lme G:'I'11e1an comes trf)m the Hindu Javanese word "gambe1."
y..,hidl I1K ..I1;-, 'II) play.' Tecimicalty, any musical instrument can b-.:
called a gamdan if it is played.
But LO play means something different to the Imioneslan than it does to
most non-Indonesians. Gamelan "playing" is a very precise and urrqU'.:approach to the organization of melody.

Interdependant musical lines and punctuations express multiple facet::.
and characters bound together into a single central song. There is a set
of rules and precedents which govern the game. Like any brain teaser, a
good player knows many possible solutions to the puzzle.
Each part of Indonesia has a localized approach to GameIan music, creating differences fi'om island to
island and even neighborhood to neighborhood. These variations are sometimes revered. other times
reviled, depending on one's point of'view, but all share the common element of "Gambel."

Bali & Beyond Gamelan Performances and PrQgralns
About Bali & Beyond
Go to the Resource Room

-

Go to the Dali & Beyond Home Page
Copyright 1995 Cliff DeArment
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In the Beginning

-

photos coming soon!
The origins of bronze Gamelan making are cloudy. Some would suggest that it is a craft imported from
mainland Asia, probably China. On the other hand, there are many elements of Gamelan making which do
not exist on the mainland. It is likely that Indonesian bronze culture had it's roots in the dynasties of China.
However, the point at which this bronze craft became garnelan making probably oeeured in Indonesia
itself, possibly in the ar,~a of Semarang on the north coast of Java.
Semarang is well situat(:d for trade and was the easternmost major port until the relatively recent birth of
Jakarta. They had access to Chinese bronze culture, and what they did with it was unique.

iI Bronze Drums
The instrumental link tOo China is a bronze "drum," which seems to have existed in both coastal China and
Indonesia. It's cast bronze body has a wide hollow hourglass shape with a thin sheet of bronze for a head.
These drums come in various sizes from the giants of over a meter in diameter and one or two meters in
length, to smaller instrwments only a few inches across. In Bali, the "Moon of Pejeng" is one of these
drums, and possibly the largest. It is held sacred in a temple at Pejeng, near Ubud, and is believed to have
fallen from the moon.
Most of the bronze drwns are traditionally found on the tiny island of Alor in the eastern part of
Indonesia. Why they ended up on Alor, or how they got there, no one can say for sure. They were not
made there. There are no natural ingredients for bronze on Alor. Neither are there any foundries or
evidences of them. There have been only a few of these drums found in Java, and a few in coastal China.
They could have been produced in either place.

--

The drums were used as money in Alor, primarily as bridal dowty. They were also used as a butcher's
table for the ritual slaughter of livestock. They became the monetary currency of the island and still fetch a
high price. Their value has become astronomical as more and more are taken from the island. Only the
more sacred and important remain.
\\'hether there is any real connection between the drums of Alor and the current technology of bronze
Gamclan making remains to be; st;;cn. They are very very different in design. But, one bit of evidence
supports the idea. The original "Gong" in Indonesia was in fact a drum, made of a conical wooden shell
with a single skin head s1retched across the large end. The shape of this skin drum is very sim1ilar to that
ofa gong.
The basic technology of Gong making is far removed from the type of techniques used to produce an Alor
drum. An bronze drum is built from several sand casted pieces. The body is not hammered in any way,
although the sheet bronze head is. An Indonesian gong is usually hammer forged in one piece.
Sand casting and "lost wax" processes are commonly used to repair garnelan instruments, but not to build
them. Sand casting is also used to produce bells such as those worn by oxen and cattle. This ahnost
suggests that sand casting and lost wax came historically after hammer forging. If that is the case, Gamelan
probably existed before the import of the drums of Alor and the technology that came with them.

-

Suffice it to say that the {hums of Alor are probably the first bronze musical instruments to exist in
Indonesia, although their use in Alor is not musical and the drwns show no direct connection in design to
any current Gamelan instrwnent.
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uf Galrlelan Ins'Ci:uments

mBronze Money
Currency is an oddly important factor in the origins of Gamelan making. Chinese coin money, known as
Kcpengs, were brought to Indonesia by the ton. Kepengs are small bronze coins with a square hole in the
middle. They were used as balast on Chinese trading ships. The sailors would fill the holds with Goins and
replace them later with goods from abroad, leaving a trail of bronze. In China the Kepengs were entirely
worthless. But, to the Hindu cultures of Bali and Java, they became very valuable on a religious level.
They are typically used as a "payment to God" for mistakes and as a part of regular offerings.

-

Kepengs were possibly the first readily available source of bronze in Indonesia. Still today, a very
important Gamelan will be made with kepengs melted into the metal, particularly in Bali.
There is a parallel between the drums of Alor and thc Kepengs of Bali and Java. Both became local
currency. What was worthless to the Chinese was important to the Indonesians, because it was bronze.
The bronze would have been just as worthless to the Indonesians if they had an abundance of it. To make
it \,;\I:Il mon.; valuable, the bronze was in the form of something that had never before existed in Indonesia,
espec.ially the Kepeng money. So, bronze culture is surely Chinese. but Gamelan making is still another
story.

51 The First Gamdan

__

The first record or depi,;tion of real Indonesian style gongs is found in the lowest reliefs of the Buddhist
temple of Borobudur in central Java. The temple was completed and quickly abandoned for some
unknown reason around 800 AD. The other instruments shown there are mainland in design and resemble
the present day instrumcmts of Southeast Asia and India, typically plucked string instruments and a few
other types. There is no evidence other than temple reliefs to suggest that these mainland instruments were
used regularly in Java at any time. The stone carvers of Borohudur were imported craftsmen who depicted
scenes familiar to them.
The reliefs of gongs are placed very low on the temple. This implies that it was music of the local people,
a lower class, subserviant to the foreign powers that built Borobudur. Perhaps local apprentices carved the
lower reliefs. The depicIJons were considered so unimportant that they were actually covered up by a thick
stone retaining wall whieh was designed to keep the rest of the temple from sliding down the hill on which
it is built, a problem that persists today. Visitors to Borobudur still cannot see these reliefs, although they
have been unearthed and photographed during restorations.
Th~

gongs shown at Borobudw' are mostly of a type known as Reong in Bali and Bonang in Java, see the
on tt~hn~~(~ (i'!Dl.~l~n. Reong are sets of small gongs usually played either singly or in pairs hy
s~V~fa1 p~ople at .:i time to create melodic lines. TIle rcong/bonang gong itself is a very advanced
instrwnent design and c.iJfficulllO forge. lL is ~mall md deep, hammered from one solid piece of bronze. It
:s conical in shape ",,;th the mouth of the "rim" being smaller than the overall diameter, and it has an
embossed c~ntcr. Borobudw· gives us enough information to say that the reong has not changed
considerably in design or construction for over 1000 years, probably more. By 800 AD, the reong was a
staple of Indonesian music. A new fad would probably not have been included at tht; temple. It was J.Il
established cultural element by that time.
~ection

-

The first recorded use of bars is also on Borobodur. The instruments shown look like "Gambang" style
xylophone, see the section on BaIinese.9amelan. In both Bali and Java, Gambang are always made of
wood or bamboo. This style of wooden bar instrument is also very common on the southeast Asian
mainland, particularly in Thailand and Cambodia.

.

The earliest record which we know to be a depiction of metal bars, bronze or othetWise, is a small stone
t
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narue nnent1neo m 1'.,ust Java ano oaten to arouno tne14tn century. it COnsISts or a stngIe player Strung at a
"gangsa"j an instrument with four suspended metal bars over tubular resonators. It is very similar in
~rpeaqnce to Balinese Angklung instflunents u~ed today. There is little infonnation to tell us what
uccun.:d betweelll 800 and 1300 AD. TIlls is the real growth period of Gamelan.

-

One ofth: most impor:~3nt things to happen in this period was the development of the tubular resonator.
These days, we lake tubular resonators lor granted, particularly since J.C. Deagan adapted the practice lor
we~tem mallet in!l,truments. like the marimba and vibraphone, in the early part of this century. But, the use
oftuhcs to resonate a sound originated in Java. No other bar instrument culture used sympathetic tubes
until very recently, including those of Africa and native America.
In conclusion, most Gamelan instruments, at least as we think of them, seem to have originated entirely in
Java. The techniques used to create bronze gamelan, although possibly imported long ago, were so fully
absorbed that Indonesian bronze work became an independant technology and craft. There is no other
depiction of an emboss,ed gong as early as Borobudur in Java. This possibly suggests that embossed gong
making may have begun in Java prior to 800 AD. The depiction of "gambang" bars at Borobudur and the
"gangsa" statue from East Java suggests that bars were originally made of wood and later made from
metal, a change that took place only in Indonesia. By 1300 AD, the sympathetic tubular resonator had
become a fixture in Indonesian instrument technology. This development remained a purely Indonesian
dev;ce for hundreds of years.

~~ The J alTa/Bali Connection
To see the instmments iinvented by the early Javanese, one must look at Bali. AJI the early Javanese kmpk
,.;1ids uepkL v"hal. are now Balines.; instmments. Gamelan in Java took a unique tum with the introduction
01 IsiamlL culture. Islam eventually swept the cnlin:; Hindu Javanese culture oil to Bali.

-

j

.in Java, there are mixed ensembles of instruments. Originally, instruments of a kind played together and
there was little mi'ring. The muslims combined the various instrument types, metal, wood, flutes, strings
etc., into one orchestra. Tunings and scale structures were compromised and modified, along with the
repertoire, to facilitate the collision of these diverse styles and a new religious affiliation. ~lany 01 the
theories and current traditions of Javanese music, including the elaborate "Patet" system, were created to
reconcile and combine these previously unconnected elements.

The actual structure of the instruments also changed in Muslim Java. The music was now for the king,
instead of God. The king listened to music in his court, a chamber like "pendopo," a cathedral style roof
with no walls. The banging and clanging of hard gamelan mallets was built to carry long distances
outdoors, hopefully all the way to God. "Indoor" use required a softer sound, so some of the instrument's
mallets were padded. Subsequently, bars could be made thinner, especially those of the Gender and other
suspended bar instruments. The instruments were also no longer pitched in pairs to "beat" slightly out of
tune. Paired instrument'l in Java are now tuned identically. Javanese gongs also have a straight tone,
ploduced by a different style of hammer tuning than those of Bali. Many instruments in Java also
1ncr~ased 1n size and ranee.
\Jameian started in Java. it has also undergone the most transition there. Bali inhereted Game1an and has
!.milt directly on it'~: original foundation. In a sense, the split of Balinese and Javanese music and
ill~ll LUuenlS fo11ow..-;d a ~linilar path as European music around the time of Bach. The Javanese had to
produce ~m "well-tempered (Tamelan" to reconcile aU the variolls scales and instmmcnts into one
ordl~sh.t. Th..: Balinese, however, maintained the "not so well-tempered" practice of using separale
orcllestras of homogenolUS instruments.

-

Bali anu Java speak much of one another. A comparison of the two paints the clearest piCtUf(: of the
history of Gamelan in Indonesia, filling the gaps of an othetwise scant historical record ..
-?
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Balinese and Javanese Dance
Indonesia has a tremendous diversity of dance styles and traditions. The most prolific dancers are the
Javanese and Balinese. Although most Indonesian traditions share common cultural roote:;, some borrow
more or less from ideas brought by outsiders. Elements of Indian, Mddle Eastern, Chinese, and other
styles of the orient are typica~ however some areas include influences from Portugal, Holland, and other
cultures brought by traders and missionaries.
The active repertoire of traditional dance in Indonesia is vast. Complete descriptions of Bali and Java alone
would fill volumes. Yet, amidst tills sea of movement, several dances stand out as icons. These are the
pieces 'outsiders' ,are most likely to see.

-

Dance in Bali
The most popular Balinese dances are called Legong, Baris, Topeng, Kebyar, Barong, Kecak, and Dance
Drama. Legong and Baris are dances for young girls and boys. Topeng (Toh-Peng) is masked dance, of
which there are many types and characters. Kebyar is a modem explosive style usually consisting of solos
or pairs of dancers. Barong is the depiction of a mythical beast. Kecak is a huge chorus and dancers.
Dance Dramas are theatrical productions of epic stories.
Legong (Leh-Gong) is probably the most well known Indonesian dance
of all, although probably not by name. It consists primatily of two very
young girls in flowery head dresses wrapped in gold painted cloth.
They are joined by a baudy maidservant known as Condong
(Chohn-Dohng), a character borrowed from shadow play.
The movements of Legong come from a ritual rarely practiced
anymore. G-irls around the age of twelve would be induced into an
hypnotic spiritual state and placed standing atop the shoulders of men.
They would dance with perfect balance as the men walked and danced
beneath them. Afterward, the girls would be questioned as mediums
. . regarding events in the village. Legong was created in this century to
retain the ritual in an artistic dramatic form.
Baris (Bah-Ribs) is a dance for the young Balinese man coming of age. A single boy is clad as a wanior in
white and gold., eyes darting from side to side and shoulders held high, the raise of an arm and th~
Gamelan reacts, the dancer is sent spinning and settles again,
Topeng (Toh-Pehng) is masked dance. Masks are used to depict all kinds of chat"acters, royalty, old men,
servants, frogs, and many others. The simplest dances are comedic duets and solos. Many 1arger fonns
also exist, from small ensembles in the temple to grand masked dance dramas.

-

Kebyar (KI;;hb-"{ahr), a modern style, reached it's zenith in the 1950's. Particularly fast and ferocious,
Kebvar means literally to explode. similar to the English word Kaboom. Most classic Kebyar danc,es are
solo~, although more 'recent pieces are for small ensembles of dancers. All are accompanied by a complete
Gamelan Kebyar. Kebyar draws on several divergent influences including ancient shadow play and the
military.
Barong (Bah-Wrong)is a simple story of good and evil. The magic Barong
beast is called to nroted evetVone from the witch Duma. The Baron!:!
1 of 3
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enchants men who then stab themselves forcefully in the chest with wa"y
bladed daggers, called "Keris" (Chris). The Barong gives them the power to
repel the point of the dagger and no blood is drawn. Most pClfonnances of
Barong including Keris dancers are not entirely kosher. There are still
instances of men really doing it, a perplexing event, but many pretend.
Kecak (Keh-Chak), also sometimes known as monkey chant, is one of the
most popular Ba1ines~ forms. An invigorated chorus of percussive "chak
chak" sounds intc:rlock to form a palette for dramatic productions of the
Ramayana.
Dance Drama, known in Bali as Sendra Tari (Sehn-Drah-Tah-Ree), is the
form of the day. It is the Balinese, and Indonesian, answer to western theater. A relatively modem
creation, large casts of dancers "vearing lote;; of shiney gold and elaborate costumes recreate important
events in religious and folk histOlY. Depending on the style, the lead dancers mayor may not speak and
sing. The movement is sometimes narrated by a Dalang, a kind of story teller, and the dramatic 10rm
resembles shadow play.
In contrast to standard dances are hard to see classical forms, They are generally the stuff of which well
known dances art: made. Of particular note is At:ja (Ahr-Jah), the Balinese Opera. i\tja is an important
predecessor and powerful influence to Legong, Kebyar. and Dance Drama. Also of interest is the Wayang
Wong (Why-Yahng-W olmg), a prt:cursor to dance drama. Wayang Wong dan~~rs act out ~hadow plays in
a stylized imitation of shadow puppel movement.
There are also a f,~w newer "social" dances such as Joged Bumbung performed for tourists. Although
often aesthetically pleasing, most of these dances are entirely improvized.

Dance in Central Java
Most Javanese COlllrt dances faU into a few ba'lic catagories, women's ensemble dances, masked and men's
dances, and dramatic theater productions. All are stylistically unsurpassed in studied control and
sophistication of movement. Requiring excellent balance and refined musculature. Javanese dance can be
both cerebral and vigorous.

-

I
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Nurtured bv the p,:rlaces of Yogyakarta and Surakarta, these dances have inspired sultans and kings for
centuries. Unlike the Balinese, Javanese arts are traditionally presented in devotion to royalty as much as
religion. The Javanese are Muslims, ytd the stories and religious implications are still Hindu.
Dance from Surakarta is particularly stately and refined. Y ogyanese styles tend to be more vigorous and
outwardly powerfid.

The women's dances, Bedoyo (Buh-Doh-Yo), Srimpi (Srihrn-Pee), and others, consist of several graceful
_ _ _ _ _...Ioj»~'o....mlolol£an...."iII\iI'll1aadw..!iJJ..JiIJl gold trim and ~xtra long: waist scarves Th~v mnvf': ;n flnUJP";nn f'A........ "'~."'~n ~1...~n ....t..~
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floor, wea\.ing through one another and exchanging gestures. The brightly colored batik scarves are used
to accent subtle motions of the hands and feet. Movements often resemble postures and hand signs similar
to Hindu Mudras, but the symbology has no specific meaning. This is a trait seen in many Asian styles and
is especially evid,~t the courts of Java.

05/01/96 23: 32:
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Men's dances are often masked, expressing various refined or strong characters.
Mask making in Java is highly developed, and many masks are revered as vcry
powerful objects, to be handled with utmost care. A traditional favorite masked
dance known as Klono Topeng (Kloh-Noh-Toh-Pehng) is a very physical battle of
giants wielding weapons. More civilized characters such as kings and princes are
presented with pinnache, reservation, and charisma, in simple elegant costumes of
batik and gold. Extremely refmed male characters are also sometimes played by
women, who lend a supple character few men achieve.
Masks are also used in productions of traditional epics, a relative to the more
recent development of theatrical Dance Drama. Dance dramas feature large casts
of performers enacting episodes of mythological stories. Although stylistically
opposed to it's wWlterpart in Bali, the fomls are very sinlllar. The Dance Drama
fonn is natiw to Java, originating after world war two with the first presentations
of the Ramayana at the temple relics of Pram banan. It symbolized the will and
determination of a people to rebuild their nation ravaged by centuries of agressive
colonization.
()ther large productions include Wayang Wong where dancers imitate the
movement of elongated shadow characters. The dance is narrated by a Dalang or story teller.
Most central Javanese dance is accompanied by the complete Javanese Gamelan orchestra with a few
slight variations to accomodate older styles.

Bali & Beyond Dance Performances and PrOI!l'anlS
About Bali & Beyond

Copyright 1995 (,JiffDeAnnent
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Shadow Puppet (Wayang) Construction

Shadow Puppet (Wayang) Construction
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What are they made or!
Shadow characters, or Wayang Kulit as they are called in Indonesia, are made of rawhide. Kulit means
skin, usually oxen or bull. Most are carved in profile. Some figures have two moving arms, some have
one, and some have no moving parts at all. Some have a leg that kicks, a few have mouths that move.
Every puppet has a main structural stick for operation plus one stick for each moving arm. Sometimes the
stick is fashiont:d fl.-om bull hom by heating and stretching it into a particular shape. In Java, this has
become a most n~fmed craft, making sticks that twist and curl with the shape of the character.

.

Distinguishing Characteristics
Size, physique, type of clothing, amount of jewelry, skin color, shape of eyes, and sometimes shape of
teeth, determine the character of each figure.

-

Bima, strongest oftbe five Pandawa brothers.

For example, Bima, shown above, is taller than many other characters. He has wide eyes, a minimul
amount of jewelry, very plain clothing, and brown or dark purple skin. This denotes a strong, fighting
type of character. Read a little bit about Birna and his family in the Synopsis of the Mahabarata. Smaller
puppets with narrowly shaped eyes, fancy costuming, ornaments, and lighter skin colors are more refined
and intelligent characters.

II

-

Tracing & Carving
To make a shadow puppet, the figure is drawn or traced onto the leather, including interior shapes and
motifs. Upper body proportions are exaggerated and the lower portion of the body is shrunk. This makes
the figure appear in shadow with correct dimensions. The entire length of the puppet is never totally flush
with the screen. The fa';;e leans pressed against the screen and the lower half stands slightly back. This is
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appears larger than if it were pressed flush. If this special sizing technique were not used, the image would
appear bottom heavy in shadow.
The maker uses intricate metal tools to carve the figure. Once all interior holes are carved, the figure is cut
out from the hide. One "hole" may take several different tools with varying blade arcs to execute it
correctly. Moving mouths and arms are cut out next. The arms are made in two pieces and jointed with
thick plastic line, or joints made of bone. They look like small white rivets and function in the same way .

•

Sanding & Painting
The carved leather is sanded to make it smooth and ready for painting. The figures are blacked out with
ink, rendering the puppet opaque.

-''WUdBiU''

Not all cultures use opaque puppets. Some, like the Chinese style above, are transluscent, so color can be
seen in the shadows. TIlls is done by dying instead of painting the leather. In Indonesia, the shadows are
black and white with one exception in Bali, fire. It's demonic face is opaque, but not it's "flames." The
flames are not blacked, creating a transluscent red after paint is applied.
At least one coat of white paint is applied over the black to prime opaque areas of the figure before
coloring. Any area to lbe gold leafed must remain black. Acrylic paint replaces the vegetable dye used in
earlier times.
The Balinese use a four layer shading technique for each color, from dark to light. They start with a color,
say a deep red. From there, they mix three to four intensities of red, from almost black to the whitest pink.
In Java, the colors are blended to show a more even gradation. Both styles are attractive. Gold leaf is
always applied last. After the color dries and sets, sma11lines and shapes, called "Cawi" (proun. chawi,)
are drawn on clothes or textured areas which blends the colors and fills in the space. Details, such as body
hair, give the finishing touch. After coloring, arms and mouth pieces are fastened together with plastic or
bone joints.

-

•

Moving Mouths
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Some puppets have moving mouths. Learn why by reading about Balinese Shadow Play. The mouth
moves via a trigger (usually made of string or fishing line) and affixes to a perpendicular wooden or hom
stick \vhich acts as a spring. The string connects the spring with the mouth and continues down the length
of the puppet where it is tied. A thumb pad of tanned leather or suede makes operation more comfortable.
When triggering the mouth, the hom stick flexes past the cut out of the eye, creating the appearance of
blinking eyelids .

•

Finishing
One or two thin coats of acrylic finish are applied, and when dry the sticks are attached. The figure is
sewn onto the main sti(:k in three or four spots depending on the puppet's height. The top of the stick ends
slightly below the top of the figure. The bottom of the stick continues about six inches below the bottom
of the puppet. Ann sticks are affixed at the hands and hang freely .

•

So you want more information?
Interested in other types of puppetry? Visit the Puppetry Home Page.
Click h:::re for information about Bali & Beyond's Shadow Art Ensemble.

-

The Ballerina

Who made the characters on this page?
The shadow figures shown here were made by shadow artist Maria Bodmann. Maria's collection includes
over 150 characters. Bima, one of the heros of the Mahabarata, is a traditional Balinese figure. "Wild Bill
Hickock" was made in Chinese style for the recent MGM Production of Wild Bill. The ballerina, with a
leg that kicks, is a contemporary character.

_ Q
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Shadow Puppet (Wayang) Construction
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Bali & Beyond Shadow Play Performances and Programs
-

About Bali & Beyond
Go to the Resource Room
Go to the Bali & Beyond Home Page
Copyright 1995
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Bali and the Islands of Indonesia
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Bali and the Islands of Indonesia
Bali is a small tropical i.,land in the middle of a vast equatorial island chain
known as Indonesia. Indonesia lies directly on the "Ring of Fire" and is home
to more than three hundred volcanoes. When combined with the tropical
climate, volcanic activity contributes greatly to the fertility of nature and
wildlife in the region.
Many wonders of nature can be found only in the jungles of Indonesia. The
orangutan, the brightly colored red and green lakes of Flores, the dragon
lizards of Komodo, and the rafflesia - a flower over three feet in diameter,
exist nowhere else.
Larger than the United States in total area, Indonesia consists of thousands of
islands both large and small, each with their own unique peoples and cultures.
It includes such famous islands as ~ Java, Sumatra, Kalimantan (Borneo),
Irian Jaya (west New Guinea), Sulawesi (Celebes), Lombok, Sumbawa, Sumba, Flores, Roti, Alor, and
Timor. Indonesia is neighbored by the Philippines to the north, Malaysia to the west, Australia to the
south, and Papua New Guinea to the east.
The populations of the islands range from aboriginal peoples to
the highly civilized Hindu Javanese cultures of Bali and Java.
Throughout history Indonesia has successfully absorbed outside
cultural and religious influences .
• Hinduism from India, Buddhism from China and Tibet, Islam
. from the Middle East, and Christianity from Europe can all be
found in Indonesia. With each infusion of culture came new
ideas, languages, art forms, traditions, and customs which helped
to shape each island's character as we see it today.

Although many facets of Indonesian culture retain easily
identifiable elements (most noticeable in the dances, paintings,
sculptures, and religious rites), the arts, music, and theater have
melded these parts so effectively that outside influence is
sometimes difficult to see.

About Bali & Beyond
Go to the Resource Room

Go to theBali & Beyond Home Page
copyright 1995 Cliff DeArment
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Mahabarata

SYJl0psis of the Mallabarata
I he r\!!at.aharata, the i:trgest epic ever written, elegantly depicts Hindu ideaJs and philosophies and has
iA',)viG(;d .1 ,,'calth of inspiration fOf many cultures, The Balinese and Javanese, "vho accepted these vcrsc~

long ago. combined the Hindu stories with Buddhist philosophy and their own folk lore.
A swmnary of the Mahabarata would flU a small volume in itself, so this is the
bare bones, Throughout the stories two related families, the Pandus and Kurus
(cousins), or Pandawas and Kurawas, represent, respectively, forc~s of good and
evil. Kunti, aWlt of Krishna, obtained a sacred mantra enabling her to call on the
gods to obtain offspring, In order to test it, she called out to the SWl and to her
.• surprise bore Kama, a golden warrior. As yet unmarried, KWlti abandoned Kama,
who was later adopted by the Kurus. She then married Pandu, a prince, who was
Wlder a curse whereby he would die upon reaching ecstasy in love making. Pandu
begged for Kunti to use the mantra to produce sons, so she called on the gods of
Dhanna, Wind. and Fire, resulting in three god/sons - Yudistira the wise, Bima the
strong, and Atjuna the skilled. Pandu's second wife bon-owed Kunti's mantra to
bear sons of the Tv..in Gods. NakuJa and Sahadewa. These five god/sons, the
I'andus, an~ pitted against the Kurus in an epic struggle for balance and justice.

-

·:rh.; Kuru~ ,,,r,;r~ t:'C1iJ.l of a gianl ball of flesh which was divided into 100 picc;,;s and incubated in jars to
lJrodu~c 100 sons. There was a little gloh left over which hecam(: on~ daughter. The Kurus are the cousins
~;:!lh:' r~mdas :md their arch rivals. They arc led by Dr.,,":,~·odJna and Kama.
.1 pahr.:e 01' '-!!l's!on is built for the Pandus whf) unwisely Jose it to the Kurus in a game of dice. The
Panuus aj~ also exiled llJ the forcst and then must live anonymously in the cities for a year. During this
time: the Kums build up power and influence which the Pandus must regain.

There is lots more to tell but suffice it to say. there is a great battle where everyone dies. They are brought
back to life and later die to dwell in heaven.
Go to the Resource Room
Go to the Bali & Beyond HQ!)1e ~
Copyright 1995 Cliff DeArment
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Indonesia did not exist as yet during the Palaeocene period 00 million years Be'). the Eocene p.;rimi (3()
:,';illion :,t:ars BC), lIlt: Oligaccne p..::riod (25 mi11ioli y~ars Be) and the ~Iliocenc peliod (l2 milliiln y..:ars
Be). It is believed that Indonesia must have ('x,sled during the Pleitoeene penod (4 million years Be)
when it was linked with the prt'st,;:nl .\sian mainland. It \\:1" during this pl.:'Iiod thaI th,: Homnnids mad . .
their first appearance and Java ~fall inhabited the part of the world now called Indonesia. Java Man.
named Pithecanthropus Ercctus hv Eu~cncc 1)ubois who found the f()ssils on the island of Java. must have
bCI,m the first inhabitant of Indonesia.
When the sea level rose as the result of the melting ke north of Europe and the .I\merican continent, many
islands cmergl.':d. including the Indonesian archipelago. It was also during this period (3000-500 Be) that
Indonesia was inhabited by Sub Mongoloid migrants from Asia who later inter-married with the
indigenous people. Later still (1000 Be) inter-m;miage occured \\ith Imlu-,\rians migrants from [he south
A.si<1n sub-continent of .lndia.
The first indian migrants came primarily from Gujarat in Southeast India during the tlfst Chtistian era.
The Caka peliod in Indonesia vvitncssc(llhe intrOlhldion of tli(; Sanskrit language and the PallawJ script
by 1h..: Indian Prince Aji Cab (78 AD) The Dcyanagari script (11' the sanskrit l:m']uagc was al<;o used. as
~hO\vn in ancient stonemd coppl.':r inscnptiom (pa,·;ll..aslhk:s) whidl lia\!; been 1!1K'arth'::d. The language
"''lci <.wript were adopted and called the t-:.awi language and indud(;;o words and phrases derived hom
J.lvancs..:.
Llrly trad~ relations were established b·;twl;;cn ~(Juth India and Indclllf.:sia. Sumatra \VJS then nam.:d
Swarna Dwipa
"the island of gold. " j;XV.1 \\a8 ""alh.,:d Java Dwipa or "the Rice island." and a I Iindu
kingdom of Crivijaya in Sumatra and 1'--:alanda in Sourh India were not comfirmed to religious :mc1 cultural
exchanges. They laler dcvdoped diplomatic rdation~, and even con:red a wide range of trade.

ur

The influx ofTndian f;t..~lIkrs continued during the period from the tirst to the s~venth century ,\1).
Peacefully and gradually the Hindu religion spread throughout the archipeiago. 11 was aJoplcd by alllay..:{;',
of the people of Java, but limited to the upper classes on the other islands.

-THE PERIOD OF

HI~Dr

KINGDO\IS

Man\' \\l:Ii-organizcd kingdoms with a high dc~ec of ci,,;lization were mlcd by indigenous king:;, ',\ ho h . 1(:
Jd\jpll'd the Hindu or Buddhist religion This c\;plams why this penod in history is (alJed the Period ok
1iindu Kingdoms. It lasled hom ancient tim...::s to llh: 16th Cl.':ntury AD. Because the L:uHure and
civihzation, which emanated from the Hindu and Buddhist religions. were syncf(~tized with the local
~li";Lll'krn,nl;:,. ill,: r,,,1i(\(\ \Vas Llk) 1. L !led ({, J (be IIindu-Indom:sian petiod.
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TilE 11.1 STOEl' OF
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Indian culture and custC'llS were introduced. such as the system 01 government In a monarchy. the
~mc~slry system, th~ organi7~ltion of military troops. likraturc, music and dances, archihxture, religious
practices and rituals. and even the divislon of laborers into castes or varnas, The Hindu literary works
kno'V"n as -Vedas and th; "\Tahahharata" and ''P.: n;,};illa" ..;pi~,; \\ ere a1:,o introdlll:..:d through th..:: ',vayang,
or shadow-play p~:tionnance, which is 'ltill very popular in many parts of present day Indonesia.

-

The first Indian BuddhisL~ alTived in Indonesia hctwecn the 1st and 2nd Centutics A,D, They hrought with
1n ;+" h: '" "-:"ts ITl'1:1'"Jn3 :md ~\'IJh:n·an'l The latter became morc advanced in the 8 tb
C cnlury .\1),

+hcrr qllddhj~'T11

\\·i.!l lb,.' '~p;\'ad nrJiudJhism to ('hina many Chinese pilgrims sailed to India through the strait of
\,laiac...:a_ l)n tHeft' \v<I) some stopped and kmporarily slay~d in Imtoncsla to learn more ahout Buddhism.

III ~~-l- ,\D a \.Julles~ Buddhist saint. F.l Hsi~n. \hb ;.;aught ill .1 "I\Jim .llld j~uH.i....d in .lJVa-J)\\lpa, (Jl .fa.:!
;"i;md. \\'!1t"re he 'l'r:1ved tIll' tlve months, The northern part of the island was then rukd hv an Indonesian
TIilh.IU I<ing narned Kudungga. KUlai, on th~ isLiid ,)fr~(lrn..::o, \\,i;', :,u", .. ,,:::;slv:.:ly rukd by Ilil.: IIinJu kings
Devawannan. Aswawannan and IVlu]a\varman.
\\111m the C'Jfeek ~xploE;r and geographer. Ptolemy of Alexandria, wrote on Indonesia, he named either
ttl"~

island of Java or Sumatra "abadiou". IIis chronicks dcsclihed Java as a (Ollntry with a good system of
goverrunent and advanced agriculture, Il<lvigallon dillJ a;;lronumy. There \" as even mcnliull of the "batik"
printing process 0 f cloth tha1 the p~opk alr\;~ddy kn.:w, They also made melalware, used the mdric system
and printed coins.

('hinese chronicle:, of 1)'2 AD descrihed tIl'.' c·,:ic.kwe of oip10matic regions

-

hi.~twt::en

Jav.1-Dwipa Jnd

Ciuna.
Ink ,.md paper had already h(:(:11 in usc in China since the 2nd Century AD. Around 502 .\D C'hin..:sc
annal, mentl(med Ihi; \;'\:iskncc ot Itlt~ 1 .udJhist h.ingdom. h.anto 1 jm in South Sumatra, pr~sumahly in
:];,: .. ",:lshborhood OfPI\;Sl;;tthla) Pakmhang. II \\3S rult:d by king Gautama Suhhadra. and later by his son
hr;mannan of Yinyav\lannan who est.ihhshcd diplomatic rdaLions with China. Recau..~e of a snellinQ or
:"'~"'lr~;"';"n diffi(",~lj" whlt the ("hin .''it.' called "Kanto U'\ was probably' ('nviJaya. a mIghty nllddhist
hl;l.~dom. Un his \vay to India, the Chinese Buddhist pilgnm, I Tsing, visited CliviJaya in 671 \D to stud,
the '"''1~,krit langmge. He returned 1 ~ vears later. in f)~9 i\D C'riviiava was then the center of Blldrlhist
k.lrni~''.:. .md 1·:;.J rn,-,n~,.vell-1.. I]("." n phi~()'~nph -.J:ubr" Iik>.' SJi.Y;lkiI1i. nhannarala and Y;~j<lbudhi.
<

Th.:- kingdom had diplomatic rdations with thl ~( dl Indian kingdom of ~alanda. The Cli,ijaya mission
\-',,11':h; Inlli.ms ~ \)(ilu 1...111l the art of lliuldli~6 iii ljU,~o,.; stalul;:s ~llilt hi ;).ld~;1l
their knowledge oj the Buddhist philosophy \Virh the spn:ad of Buddhism. Crivijaya's inf1uenc~ reacht'd
out to many oth~r part!'! of the archipdago.

buili a school 011 its pr;.;nu:-...::-:.

Another known Buddhist kingdom ,vas Cailendra in C.-nlr:l1 .1:1\'a. T! v, :lS mled 1~: ~h,: lh:;" :f ~--';li!":!~lLl
DynJSl.\. DUling Lll;.;.lf miL: (7:50-850 AD) the famous Buddhist temple, Borobudur, \vas huilt. In 772 AD
other Buddhist temple were also build. They include the Mendut, Kalasan and Pawon temples. All of
thcs~ tempks arc now preserved as {oUlist objl,;cts near the dty of Yogyakarta. Thl.:: Caikndra kingdom
W;l~ :.11'-)0 known for its commercial and naval pov,,~r. and tts 110111islling arts and culture. A guide to [Cam
singing, known as the Chandra ('ha-an~i, \\,b firsl \\ ,itkn in 778 AD.

-

: )ne ot'the Pallaw,:l lan':>1 ' ;2i>,;tonc insC'-iFt1-,1F ,A -"'l" \]) mcntioncrl the n.:une nfKing SanjJYJ. ,vho \V;i~
u;.;! identified as the hmg of ;dalaram. a kingdom that r~placcd Caikndra in Central Java.
Til: Pramhanan kmpll:, which was dedicated to T,()rd Ci'.'J, \\as :,urhxl in 85() \P ;lm!:r}~l1Fkkcl :n SH)fO
\i} 1)\ 1'..... 1" J).tt-.:-,.L j'.aTiJt:r l I\,J. IClIlpks \"'.::1'1..' hUlIt In (-,75 AU on the Dit.:'nu mOllnt~in r::lnITt' <;ollthw<.. <.;j oi
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In \Vc"t Java ";vere the kingdom, (\fGalnh ">nnp·nr. Knnin2':m :>Pri Pal:11:JrJ!1 "h: btt~~r \YJS !oumkd !ly
King Plll aJU \,llll Paku.lIi. .IS its ,;apltal. 11 rcph:t.:d tb.: kingd\ lill ul Ci:t1uh The l-ing<.io1lls 01 Taruma
Negara. hawali and Parahyangan Sunda came later.
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statts (Inti fretluem atta!:ks by th,.; smtth Indian kingd(lm tlf CIHlla .:tnt! by th,.; Majapalut KingdtHTl. In the

.::nd. Criviiaya was completely conquen.:d hy ~la.iapahit vvith tht.: ;,upport of king ,\ditia\V,lllnan df tll..:
\'I:,i~I\'U kingdom
blrh~r.

\hjapahit had conquered the kingdom of lambi in East Sumatra and. h:v' movlng its \;;.xpansion

dhmg th~ riv;.:rs. il finalh anll.:.··~..:d the l,;iigdum (..1 1'.lgar RU.I ung in \\'-.;:-;1 Sumatra. '1'hll> .. 111 of SUHla!r.l
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ruk .

UIiJ.::. \, ld:lapallll:.;

Lin:2,I..;"m, ,,'! C\:1.1lr:il .hva disapp~,Il\::d 1n.m histone n;,,,;u;'d,,
1':1'" I.l":~ rine Batitung. \\,lw ruled hehvt'en 820 and S::~2 '\J)
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ot thl,; 10lh (cntufV (Y J 1-1007 AI)) the powerful kingdom of Singasan emerged in East Ja\il
under King Dharnnawangsa. He codified laws :md !ran"bted lntn Javanese the H\hh<lhharata" ('nic :md it~
~ ,;.; .. J;:\>q.j;y, .U '"
';_l: ii, ';l~ Lb"ma l\ina "' . . riplUfc. lIe alsl) ordered the 12 trans\atilms 01',11-.:
Hindu holy book. the Bhagavat Uita.
(I.t

Ih\.:

r"vleanwhilc, the island uf Bali \vas ruled bv King. \irlangga. knO\vn as a \vist.: and strong rukr. I k IlJl.l
".'aL-r-\V0rks huilt alonr; the Brantas Riycr that arc <,rill in n"c today. Bc10re his death in 1409 AD he
di\'ikd his kingdum in!') the ]jngdoms of JanggalJ and Daha or Kcdiri. These were to be LUled by his

t\'\lU

I indt.'r Airlangga's !Uk literary works 11'Hlnsh~d. Th..: Pan,i novels wrirtcn during thif~ period are stil1
pdpular tt)day. They art even taught in tht.: art faculties of the universities in Thailand. Kampuchea an~

\lal.n ~ia.
I'~;iic ." ".' .. i",i):l

",i' ~ :"Jili j i.3:: i i 5 . . . \,; Ilh; .1 :....,,'\-. ;:1 \\hich he foretold the de\vnfaii ufIndoncsia.
h,:, wrok . the ... nun1t~; would ht~ nlled lw a whit .. P(·" tn he fnHnwed hva vellow ra~t;; .
~;,-:' 'Tl rilT!l,A cui ii) b..: Dureh ~()hmi;ll nth.: ;llJd [1h.: Japam:st.: o(.;(.;upation oflhe i,;oUlllry duting
.\ ,,;·L .• ,:1'. • hl\\\;\.-:r. .;avaba:va also predici~d that Indonesia would ultimatelv n.:gain her indepcnden~(;.
! )~'r:n:! the gokkn rcnC)\~ of th,: Kcdiri KirL'dc'111 l~~;1rF nthcr li trn ro ' ~v0rks "(TC prnriuccr/ lndlloip" thr:,~"'H.IH'_·~\... \I..L"'.I~~u I.
~.,! ... t',·u.u.j ... ~ .. ~;.
.\'liJU 1,:"- .... "
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also known

a~

King

Ii;!" ..

Kartaraja~.t.

The \1oghul emp,;ror, Kuhilai Khan attempted tn invade \ 'flljIlpahit. m~ trnop'l. howcv~'r were of.'featcd
;!rd ,lri\ '~n h1i'L [t.1 (heir ships ..\s !\.1ajapJhit ~n·\'. to hccom~ a povvelful empire, it wnquered the
kingdom of Crivljaya in South Sumatra. As mentioned earlier, this kingdom has once b\:cn atla~.ked by Ih-:
[ndian kingdom of Chola.

Under King Hayam Wumk the i\1ajapahit Empire hecamc the mo"t pflwcrful kingnp111 in the hi<;tnry nf
Indonesia. It had d\..~p-':ll\kili.;ics in klTih\nl.~s h.:y.Y!d :h( h)f(krs '.If" thl." Pf(·~\.:j' In:hip-.:b[Ii., ,·uch .1.:
'. . !

~!llna In ;\.,nrth \; idJ Lilli. 1" ampu':'Ih:,; anJ II.\;
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a tiJ'liop of Nahdlatu 1 ~ Jlam? (thl' l'\lfq~lem Scholars Party), P1fm1JSI (the j"f(lskm

l)}, [SIT (ih~ 1;iaJ.ni~ Con[",;ul;.-'lauun) and PERri (illl;; hlaHli~ L'uiw.),

Dl'\T:~
~ C, ..,;,,_
"~1'h'"
...'--.1.1.. • \.-~..I
•• ' • .JJJ.
d • . 'W

bny.

lil~

tmlon..:stan

f'.o'....... ~~
....

.JiJ..,~:j

l'.l.,"':onalt'''t p.,"dl,)
..... ,) , the Catholl'~
· tll~\,.; Christt·"'./
... 1)a....
1&"",-"',
.'
(.4..Il (llrot"stant\
'-'...
I)
Party, ana Partai Murba (the People's Party).

Oll.lI
(.t..~ •
I ~ '<J.. l,ul\'(

lndcpcml~nCt:

~uU

,J

~

'~;Ua,ul

<l...;\,;onmlOdatt:s lit\,; a~p.i.l dliolls and polilil.>allights and duties of fundiollal groups thai at.;; nOl
with either party. namelv clv11 "~rvant". rdired memhers of the Armeci Fon:es womtm'<.:
0ft,;JHil..ations, pr0fi.;ssional f,.fOUPS, farmers, student, etc.
;'l1iili~ted

By virtue of the 1983 Guidelinefi tlf State Policy and on the basis of Act No.3 of 19 85, Pancasila has
finally been adopted as title one and only ideological principle upon ,,,hieh aU political orgduil..dtions Oasl;;
their activities .

., Election System
For the election ofmembCf3 ofDPR and the Regional DPR (DPRD) the system of proportional
fl;;rllCl)emalion and register system apply, In this way the number/force of representatives o[ tht:
organ17.ation in the DPR and DPRD is as far as possihle in proportion to the amount of support in society,
:D thi:; :;nd, an crganizntion whose candidaic3 arc listed in some list of candidates will obtain a number of
:-c:alS o,lseu on a ct:l1ain dc\,;[oral quouenl, i.c. a certain nwnber obtamed by diViding the total nwnber 01
n~t""., 1:-~J th(;' f"1~ber 0f ge:-lt" C!vail:t h le, The "e~'l<lter sy'3tem as well 38 the system of general elections
,<ll'-vl ..ll <1~i,jl\.mi.;\.ig~meHl of the 1» :-'II.,.Ul 01 ulg.;n;.uttion laking pat1 in the politi.;a1lifc.
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THE REPUBLIC OF INDONESIA
f'OlNT OF L"iTEREST
BACKGROl.JND
PROCLA\;1ATION
PANCAS~A,

-

THE STATE PHll..,OSOPHY

THE 1945 CONSTITUTION

THE NA1]ONAL FLAG

THE NATIONAL ANTIffi1vI

\\ h..:nvv urill War n broke out in Lurope and spr~ad to the Pacific, the Japanese occupied the DUlch l~asl
Iwlie'! as of March 19.12. after the surrender of the Dutch colonial atmy following the fall of Hong Kong,
?danila .md Singapure. On April 1, 1945. American troops landed in Okinawa. Suun afkr, un August G
and 9, the United ~tatel', dropped atomic homhs on two Japanese cities, Hiroshima and Naga"aki. A few
days later, on .August 14, 1945, the Japanese surrendered to the .Allied Forces. That occasion opened the
opportunity for the Indonesian people to proclaim their independence. Three days after the Indonesian
national leaders Ir. Soekamo and Drs. Mohammad Hatta proclaimed Indonesia's independence on behalf
of the people. The prodamation was brief, concise and reads as follows:

-

PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
We, the people of Indonesia, do hereby proclaim
the independence of Indonesia
~11
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will be carrid out expediently and
in the Sh0l1~st possible time.
Jakarta, August 17, 1945
On D..:half Of The Indonesian People

-

sgd
Soekarno - Hatta

The proclamation, whic;h took place at 58, Jalan Pegangsaan Timur, Jakarta, was heard by thousands of
Indonesians throughout the country because the text was secretly broadcasted by Indonesian radio
personnel using the transmitters of the Japanese controlled radio station, JAKARTA Hoso Kyoku. An
English translation of the proclamation was broadcasted overseas.

PANCASILA, THE STATE PHILOSOPHY
Pan('?"ila, pronounced Panchaseela, is the philosopical basis the Indonesian state. Pancasita consists of two
3;.tlb1.rii \Vurds, "panca" meaning fiv~, awl "sila" meaning principle. It comprises five inseparable and
inrelTdaled principles_

lilevare:
i. BE:Li£j~ Jj\/
?

-

THE Olvl! AND ONLY GOD

rnSTAND ('!l17 T]7J[D

H[T~1Al\!lTY

.).

THE L:\7Tf OF llvDONESLl

4

IWNfOCR).I(T GUT[)ED BY THF INArp;,R WISnOJ.,,f IN THE TlN4NTM1TY ARISING OUT OF

DELIBERATIo:\rs A.AI0NGST REPRESElvTATIVES
1HR PEOPLE OF INDONESIA

5, SOCiAL JUSTICE FOR THE WHOLE OF

Elaboration of the five principles is as follows:

1. Belief in the One and Only God

This principle of Pancasila reaffirms the Indonesian p~ople's belief that God does exisst. It also implies that
the Indonesian people believe in 1ife after death. It emphasizes tha the pursuit of sacred values will1ead the
people to a better life in the hereafter. The prh"lciple is embodied in article 29, Section 1 of the 1945
Constitution and reads: ''The state shall be based on the belief in th One and Only God".
1. Just and Civilized Humanity

T11i!'> pllfl.. ipk I '-'Yliii~S th.tl human bl,;lll~ b" ti .. at~J V\ilh Jue r~gard tu their dignity as Gou's crealur..:~. It
emnhaslZes that the indonesian people do not tolerate physical or spiritual oppression of human beings by
·~::::lr m'::: rcopk or by :n~y other n'ltians.
3. The Un!t)' of' lndonftsia
This principle embodies the concept of nationalism, of love for one's nation and motherland. It envisage"the n~ed to always foster national unity and integrity. Pancasila nationalism demands that Indonesians
avoid superiority feelings on ethnical grounds, for reasons of ancestry and color of the skin. In 1928
Indonesian youth pledge:d to have one country, one nation and one language, while the Indonesian coat of
anus enshrines the symbol of "Bhinneka Tunggal Ika" which means "unity in diversity". Social differences
in daily life should never affect national unity and integrity.
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4. Democracy Gllid(~d by the Inner Wisdom in the lJnanimity Arising Out of Deliberations Amongst

Representatives
thi~ tyre af democracy, President Soeharto said: "The democracy that we practise is Pancasila of
,,,judi lh~ basic principtcs and legal basis ar~ laid down in the 1945 Constitution." Pancasila democracy

flO

,·;tll .. for i1eci,",nn-maki f1l g thr0ugh deliberations, Of musyawarah, to reach a consensus, Of mufakat. It is
J..:tH(j-.:ra",y ihallin.:s llJ:; Lo th.; principks ofPan\,;asila. This implies that democratic right must always b~
exercised with a deep sense of responslhiJity to God Almighty according to one's own conviction and
religious belief, "'ith respect for humanitarian values of man's dignity and integrity, and vvith a view to
presening and strengthening national wilty and the pursuit of social justice.

5. Social Justice for tbe Whole of the People of Indonesia

Tills principle calls for the equitable spread of welfare to the entire population, not in a static but in a
dynamic and progressive way. This means that all the country's natural resources and the national
potentials should be utilized for the greatest possible good and happiness of the people.
Social justice implies protection of the weak. But protection should not deny them work. On the contrary,
they should work according to their abilities and fields of activity. Protection should prevent willful treat
ment by the strong and ensure the rule of justice. These are the sacred values of Pancasila which, as a
cultural principle, !!houtd alway!! be respected by every Indonesian because it is now the ideology of the
state and the life philosopy of the Indonesian people.

THE 1945 CONSTITITTION
Th~ ('()n~tlnJtion ()fthe Republic ofIndonesia is usually referred to as the 1945 Constitution. Thi!'l is part~'
bv-.;.tuSC the constitution was drafted and adopted in 1945 when the Republic was established, and patiI)
to d.!>tlngui!>h 1t from two other con!>titution!> whlch were introduced in free Indonesia. Furthennore: the
articks ofthe 1945 Constitution spell out the ideals and the goals for which independece was proclaimed
on August 17. 1945. and defended thereafter. It retlects the spirit and vigor of the time when the
ccnstitution was shaped. It was inspired by the urge for unity and for the common goals and democracy
built upon the age-old Indonesian concepts of golong royong (mutual assistance), deliberations of

-

representatives (rnusyawarah) and consensus (rnufakat).
Pre<.:cded by a preamble:, the Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia consists of 37 articles, fOUl
transitional clauses and two additional provisions.
The preamble is composed of four paragraphs and includes a condemnation of any fonn of colonialism in
the world, a reference to Indonesia's struggle for independence, a declaration of independence and a
statement of fundamental goals and principles. It further states, inter alia, that Indonesia's national
independence shall be established in the unitary state of the Republic of Indonesia with sovereignty vested
in the people. The State shall he haliled upon the following philosophical principles: Belief in the One and
Only God, just and civilized humanity, the unity of Indonesia, democracy guided by the inner \\'isdom of
dd.luerations of representatives. and social justlce for all the Indonesian people.
G-l.1!ded hy these fundamental principles, the basic aims of the st.'lte are to establish an Indonesian
tJO\·viiiWCIH \\ihicll shall plotecl ail the Indonesian people and their entire motherland, advance the public
\Vdtan~ rlevelop the intellectual Jife of the natio11. an<1 c.ontribute towards the estahl1shment (If a world
Ldl"1 hd:)-'lt ull fi:t.:~dom, pt.;a~~ and so~.l..J justi-.:c.

THE NATIONAL FLAG
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. _ The Indonesian national flag is called "Sang Sab Merah Putih". As provided for in Article 35 of
~: the 1945 Constitution, the flag is made up of two colors, red on the top of white. Its width is
two-thirds of its length, or two meters by three meters. It is hosted in front of the presidential
pa1al.-~, of govenunent buildings and Indonesian missions abroad. TIl\;; first flag was courageously flown
amidst Japanese occupation forces on the day Indonesia's independece day commemorations in front of
the presidential palace in. the capital city of Jakarta. This historical flag, or "bcndcra pusaka", was flown
for the last lime on August 17, 1965. :Since then it has been preserved and replaced by a replica woven of
pure Indonesian silk.

'I U ~~ r:OAT OF ARMS
inc Indonesian coat of anns consists of a golden eagle. called "garuda". that is a figure ancient Indonesia
C'plcs. It ts also pictured on many temples from the 6th Century.
fhe cagle is a symboi of creative energy. Its principal color, gold, suggests the greatness of the nation. The
hlack color represents nature. There are 17 feathers on each wing, 8 on the tail and 45 on the neck. These
ftgures stand for the date of Indonesia's independence proclamation: 17 August, 1945.
The motto, "Bhinneka Tunggal Ika" (Unity in J)iversity), is enshrined on a banner held in the eagle's
talons. This old Javanese motto was introduced by Empu Tantular, a saint of the Majapahit Kingdom, in
the 15th Centuty. It signifies the unity of the Indonesian people despite their diverse ethnic and cultural
backgrounds.
The shield symbolizes self-defense in struggle or and protection of oneself. The red and white colors on
the shieJd's background denote the colors of the Indonesian national flag. The five symbols on the shield
I "present the state philosophy of Pancasila, the foundation of the Indonesian state. TIle bar across the
center indicates the equator which passes through the islands of Sumatra, Kalimantan, Sulawesi and
H~~m~hcrJ. This is a reminder of the fact that the people have built a free and sovereign state by their o\'\n
hands.
Th'" gc..tde-n "t.ar on the black "ackgroupd in the center of the shield represents the first principle of
Palh.,~ila, bdief in the On\,;; and Onl) GoU. TIle chain symbolizes the successive hwnan generations. Tht;;
munrllinks represent women and the square ones men. It is the ~hol of the second principle, jU'It and
• .,.
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b .:myan tree, synlb 0lizes the t bird pnnctp,
. . al the urnty
. on Indones!a.
.
:r"'ij~:::='-t
umamty.
11 C lJenngu.~, or
1he ile~..d 01 the" ballteng". or wild bull (bos javanicus). which is black on a red backgroWld, represents
;h~ f0mth princip!e, dem.ccracy guided by the i~ne!" wisdom of deliberations of representatives. The fifth
prill.:ipk, social justice for all Indonesian people, is symbolized by the gold and while paddy and COllon
ei:ln·

THE NATIONAL ANTHEM

-

The national anthem is "Indonesia Raya", which means Great Indonesia. The song was composed in 1928.
The colonial policy of the day was "divide and rule". It was a policy that deliberately aggravated language,
elhnic, cultural and religious differences amongst the people.
The birth of Indonesia Raya marked the beginning of Indonesian nationalist movements. The song was
flrsl iutrodul.-cd by its composer, \Vage RudolfSupratman, at the second All Indonesian YOUUl Congrt:ss
on October 28. 1928 in Batavia, now Jakarta. It was the moment when Indonesian youth of different
ethn~c, language, religious and cultural backgrolUlds resolutely pledged allegiance to:
One native l:md. Tndone5lia;
Ol,o;; natiun, th~ Illuont;;sian nation;
i. One unify1ne language, the Indonesian lan!>uage.
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Soon the national song, which called for the writy of Indonesia, became popular. It was echoed at
Indonesian political rallies, where people stood in solemn observance. The song seriously aroused national
consciousness among the people throughout the archipelago.
J:NDONESIA RAYA (GREAT INDONESIA)

I N DON E S I A

=

RAY A

W.R. Soepratman (1928)

Con bravura
M.M.

88--96

lnuonesia, my r,alive lana,

fJi:'3cil1alah

ddlahkG,
aKu berdiri,

My place of birth

,TPlrli

ibll)(ll ..

Where T sti'lnd gUi'lrd
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Refrain:
Indonesia Raya, merdeka,
merdeka
Tanahku, negrjku yang kucinta
(bis)
Indonesia Raya, merdeka,
merrieki'l,
Hi~.ll~l~h

~y

:n~+J.,"'rl

:mel.

a:rku,

Inaonesia beG;atu,
Hi rlllplah t.anahku!
IIiduplah '~cgdku!
Eangsaku, rakj'at.ku semuanya!
Bangunlah jiwanya!
Bangunlah badannya!
Untuk Indonesia Raya!

IJ"'!d~~:r:0~i,~

lllCi()neS~a, my natlonal.lty
My people and my country
}.et 1,13 all cry
For united Indonesia.

Lung live my land,
Long live my country,
My nation and all my people
Arouse their spirit,
Arouse their bodies
For Great Indonesia.

Great Indonesia, free and independent,
The land, the country 1 love
Great Indonesia, free and independent,
Long live Tndonesia.

P.3~/."9

(;OVERNMJi:NT STATE ORGANIZATION
Accordmg to the 1945 Constitution there are six organs of the state:

-

1. The People's Consultative Assembly (M~jeIis Pennusyawaratan Rakyat)
2. The Presidency
3. The House of Representatives (Dewan Perwakilan Rakyat)
4. The Supreme Advisory Council (Dewan Pertimbangan Agung)
5. The State Audit Board (Badan Pemeriksa Keuangan)
6. The Supreme Court (Mahkamah Agwtg)

For Personnel infollnation, please click here
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